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Abstract 

 

The challenges and applications in the nanomaterials research domain are numerous: 
medicine, energy, biosensing devices, technology. This motivated us to address in this study 
new design strategies and concepts to develop new biofunctional materials to achieve bio- and 
hemocompatibility.  

This thesis is divided in three main parts. The first part has been focused on the self-assembled 
of surfactants and drugs where has been found to depend on several factors, such as 
hydrophobic chain length and type, temperature, the nature of contraion, etc. As well as we 
have studied the effect of mixing alkanes and perfluoroalkanes and a new idea of “self-
assembled” drugs based in the combination of one or more drugs. We have focused on how 
the principal experimental parameters are determined and how these data can be evaluated 
to obtain relevant information of the interaction. Different techniques have contributed to a 
deeper understanding of interactions between proteins and surfactants/drugs. The 
complexation between serum proteins and these different surfactants and drugs has been 
analyzed at different conditions. We have analyzed conformational changes as a function of 
different external agents and as well as the stability of the complexes and the stability of the 
complexes besides. Then, we designed optimal templates that manage the formation of 
biocompatible materials. For this purpose we used reverse microemulsions and proteins. We 
have determined structural properties (shape, size, stability) as a function of different external 
parameters. In addition, this characterization has been realized with experimental and 
dynamic molecular simulations. Both of them allowed us to optimize the design process of 
templates with specific purposes. The final part of this thesis is devoted to prepare the 
materials with structures not studied in details currently; with the purpose to obtain stable 
materials and with biocompatibility properties. The last step was to evaluate the adsorption of 
proteins and drugs, characterized in the first part, in specific conditions. 

The structure of this thesis has been presented distributing the work in four different chapters 
based on homogeneity and steps to reach the aim. Each chapter has been structured by a brief 
introduction where the subject is exposed as well as some important facts or descriptions of 
concepts or techniques. The relevant aspects of the research are exposed and finally the 
publications that have been obtained are appended. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Amphihilic compounds, that is, those that have distinct hydrophilic and lipophilic parts, are 
used in most branches of industry and are ubiquitous in biological systems. They range from 
low molecules weight substances (like surfactants and lipids) to macromolecules (comprising 
synthetic graft and block polymers) and biomacromolecules (like proteins, lipopolysaccharides, 
and nuclei acids)[1-3]. Amphiphilic molecules self-organize both in bulk solution and at 
interfaces. Low-molecular-weight amphiphilic compounds, mainly constituted of surfactants 
and polar lipids, have been thoroughly investigated extensively and are well understood both 
with respect to their bulk self-assembly and surface modifying ability. The study of high 
molecular weight amphiphilic molecules is much more recent. Regarding the effect that these 
compounds have on their interactions with biomacromolecules it has been proposed that the 
amphiphilic behavior of these molecules play an essential role for attachment at the 
polipepetide chain, leading to their high efficiency[4]. 

Proteins are not only the building devices of life, but also rule life. They play a variety of roles 
in life processes: they are structural proteins (viral coat proteins, epidermal keratin); catalytic 
proteins (enzymes); transport and storage proteins (haemoglobin, myoglobin); regulatory 
proteins (hormones); and proteins of the immune system and the immunoglobulin 
superfamily. Much biotechnological, medical and drug delivery system aims to predict their 
behavior on the basis of the set of molecules involved, mainly proteins and amphiphilic 
molecules, specifically drugs. Understanding the interactions between these molecules is 
therefore crucial to such efforts. Although many thousands of interactions are known, precise 
molecular details are available for only tiny fraction of them. The difficulties that are involved 
in experimentally determining atomic structure for interacting proteins make predictive 
methods essential for progress. Structural details can ultimately turn abstract system 
representations into models that more accurately reflect biological reality[5]. 

Proteins undergo changes in their natural state by the action of ligands, which after their 
adsorption onto the protein can control the hydrophobic-hydrophilic character of protein 
surface. Understanding protein-ligand interactions is central to discovery new medicines, and, 
when the ligand is a drug, these interactions are central to drug delivery to benefit human 
health. Essential for high biological activity are a good geometric fit and a high degree of 
complementary of hydrophobic and polar parts of both entities, the binding site of the protein 
and the ligand. 
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On the other hand, the synthesis of nanoparticles and nanoporous materials is a recent branch 
of the nanotechnology. Increasingly, colloidal chemists are contributing to the biomimetic 
synthesis of inorganic nanostructures with dimensional, morphological and architectural 
specificity by using organized self-assemblies of surfactants as nanostructured reaction media 
or templates. A large variety of methods have been proposed to synthesize nanoparticles, 
among them the use of microemulsions enables the control of particles size, as well as protein 
hydrogels as a templates. Also these bio-inspired templates can offer a fast, general, 
inexpensive and environmental friendly procedure for the synthesis of nanostructured 
materials[6-8]. The reduction of such materials at the nanometer scale offers a number of 
outstanding optical and mechanical properties, including electrical, magnetic, thermal, 
chemical and biomedical properties. 

 

1.1 Aim 
 

Recent advances in nanotechnology or hybrid nanomaterial have triggered the enthusiasm for 
these complexes and systems. For this purpose the main aim of this thesis is to design 
biocompatible materials for different applications, specifically drug delivery. Firstly, we have 
characterized the self-assembly of surfactant and drugs, and its interaction with proteins such 
as mioglobin, lysozyme, ovalbumin and fibrinogen. Finally, we have prepared nanomaterials to 
adsorb drugs and we studied its interaction with proteins. In the compilation of this thesis an 
attempt has been made to give appropriate recognition to the current interest in normal and 
emergency applications of these systems, by discussing such aspects as newer systems, 
unusual approaches and highly used techniques including information about the physical 
principles and effectiveness of selected techniques. For this reason it has been focused on the 
experimental point of view.  
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The specific aims are: 

1. First Aim: Study and characterization of different amphiphilic molecules (BTS, 
acebutolol, propranolol, C8HONa, C8FONa, C12HONa, dicloxacillin, CTAB) estimating the 
critical micellar concentration including the thermodynamics properties of 
micellization, as a function of temperature, concentration, and also salt concentration. 
As well as the characterization of mixtures of heterogeneous molecules (dicloxacillin-
CTAB, C8F--CTA+) which self-assemble in aqueous solutions and to propose a new idea 
of self-assembled drug based on the combination of two or more drugs.  
Study of protein-drug interaction, structural analysis of complex formed. Influence of 
concentration, temperature and environment. Interaction protein-drug by 
fluorescence, RAMAN spectroscopy, UV-Vis, differential scanning calorimeter (DSC). 
Characterization of complex protein-drug by dynamic light scattering (DLS), circular 
dichroism (CD), RMN, Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), SAXS. Achieving this 
objective will know the interactions between the most important proteins and drugs 
selected. Also will be characterized the structures of the complex formed as well as 
conformational changes in the protein induced by drugs. This knowledge will design 
the subsequent study: 
 

2. Second aim: Structural and energetic characterization of the templates obtained by 
different strategies: A) Fibrinogen hydrogels B) reverse microemulsions of aerosol OT 
(dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinates), phase diagrams of template (cubic, lamellar, 
hexagonal) depending on the length of the alkyl chain (4-16), electric charge (pH 3,2) 
and temperature range (15-45°C) with measures of electrical conductivity, Differential 
Scanning Calorimeter (DSC), Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). 

Study of colloidal stability of the systems by processing data from dynamic light 
scattering (hydrodynamic radius). Study dynamic surface tension in different media 
and temperatures. Structural analysis of the systems by TEM and rheology. 

Study of the AOT microemulsion / oil phase / water as a function of temperature, 
different oil phases (hexane, n-heptane, cyclohexane), pH, ionic strength.  

Characterize by dynamic molecular simulations the behavior of certain samples of 
elements of the templates at diverse concentrations and temperatures. Achieving this 
goal will be able to determine the structure, chemical stability and functionality of the 
templates based on specific use. 
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3. Third aim: Preparation of mesoporous materials, adsorption of active principles and 
study of the delivery from the material. Design and characterization of the pores of the 
ceramic material (TEOS, SiO2). Determine the number, size, shape, distribution, 
connectivity and possible functionalization of their walls, depending upon the drug and 
the ceramic material is to be used (both pure and mixtures in various proportions) 
based on nitrogen adsorption measurements and SAXS, SEM, TEM, IR. 
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2. Methods 
 

 

2.1 Introduction 
 

There is a wide range of methods available to characterization of different colloidal particles. 
To establish these methods it is necessary to take into account some considerations, that is, it 
is possible to define the following groups: 

• Physical Chemistry Characterization 
• Electrical and spectroscopic properties 
• Size and shape distributions 

• Concentrated solutions: Ordering and structural organization 

To study the physicochemical properties of soft materials it is possible to use several 
techniques, which in the case of surfactant molecules, can provide us information related with 
self-aggregation partnerships, energy, interactions between aggregates, interactions with 
surrounding media or stability. 

 

2.2 Conductivity 
 

Conductivity is a physical property using for studying ionic solutions. The conductivities have 
been extensively used mainly for determining the critical micelle concentration (cmc) of ionic 
surfactants, at which the concentration dependence of each conductivity breaks. Along the 
definition of cmc by Philips in which the cmc is considerate as the concentration at which the 
slope of the plot of a physical property of the solution against concentration is changing most 
rapidly. The conductivity allows us to determining ionic constants of aggregates such as 
equilibrium constant, degree of counterion dissociation of micelles and aggregation number. 

The conductivity of a solution depends on the transport of charges. Species with a small 
hydrodynamic radius conduct better than larger ones since they can move fast. Ions of higher 
charge usually attract more water, resulting in a larger hydrodynamic radius. For ionic species  
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at low concentrations, the conductivity is linearly dependent of concentration. 

For measuring the electrical conductivity it is necessary to know the electric resistance R of a 
specific volume in the solution using a potentiometer display. The most common is the 
Wheatstone bridge, which it is used to measure an unknown electrical component.  

For determining the electrical conductivity it is common to use a platinum cell. This cell is 
made up of two parallel plates and between of them the solution is situated. The quantity that 
is measured is the resistance situated between the parallel plates and taking into account the 
geometry of the cell, that is, the distance between plates (L) and the surface of the plates (S), 
the conductivity can be obtained by the following: 

 

  𝑅 = 1
𝜅

 𝐿
𝑆

 (2.1) 

 

where 𝜅 is the conductivity of the solution between the plates. 

Due to the fact that is not easy to specify the dimensions of the parallel plates, it is necessary 
to consider that the proportion between 𝑅 and 1 𝜅⁄  is constant: 

 

  𝑅 = 𝑘 1
𝜅

 (2.2) 

 

where 𝑘 is the cell constant obtained for a reference solution. 

In surfactants solutions a break in the conductivity versus concentration curve can be found at 
cmc, indicating a charge in structure. The degree of counterion binding, β, is defined as the 
number of counterions close to a micelle divided with the aggregation number of that micelle, 
and can be determined from 𝛽 = 1 − 𝛼. The degree of ionization of the micelles, 𝛼, can 
roughly estimated from the ratio of the slopes above and below the cmc. 
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2.3 Density and ultrasound velocity 
 

Density and ultrasound velocity measurements may be used for determining the critical 
micellar concentration of amphiphilic molecules. 

The apparent molal volume (Vφ) is a classical and well defined thermodynamic quantity that 
can be obtained from density measurement using the following equation: 

 

  𝑉𝜙 = 𝑀
𝜌
− 103(𝜌−𝜌0)

𝑚𝜌𝜌0
 (2.3) 

 

where 𝑀 is the molecular weight of the solute, 𝜌 the density of the solution, 𝑚 the 
molality and 𝜌0 the density of pure solvent. 

Generally it is accepted that the solutions of surfactants in the premicellar region behave as 
singly dispersed systems and they may be described by the Debye-Hückel limiting law 
equation: 

 

  𝑉𝜙=𝑉𝜙0 + 𝐴𝜐𝑚
1
2� + 𝐵𝜐𝑚 + ⋯ (2.4) 

 

Where 𝑉𝜙0 is the value of apparent molal volume at infinite dilution, 𝐴𝜐 is the Debye-Hückel 

limiting law coefficient and 𝐵𝜐 is an adjustable parameter related to a pair interaction, and 
equivalent to the second virial coefficient which measures the deviation from the limiting law 
due to the non-electrostatic solute-solute interactions. 

Density and ultrasound velocity measurements can be combined to calculate adiabatic 
compressibilities using the Laplace equation: 

 

  𝜅𝑠 = − 1
𝑉
�𝜕𝑉
𝜕𝑃
�
𝑠

= 10−3

𝜌𝑢2
 (2.5) 
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where 𝑉, 𝑃 and 𝑠 refer to volume, pressure and entropy, respectively. 𝜅𝑠 is the 
adiabatic compressibility coefficient, expressed in 𝑃𝑎−1 when the ultrasound velocity 𝑢 is 
expressed in 𝑐𝑚 𝑠−1 and the density in 𝑔 𝑐𝑚−3. The isoentropic apparent molal 
compressibility, 𝐾𝜙, can be calculated from ultrasound measurements: 

 

  𝐾𝜙 = 103(𝜅𝑠−𝜅𝑠0)
𝑚𝜌0

+ 𝜅𝑠0𝑉𝜙  (2.6) 

 

where 𝜅𝑠 and 𝜅𝑠0 are the isentropic coefficients of compressibility of the solution and 
solvent, respectively. 

Apparent molal volume at infinite dilution consists of two contributions: the intrinsic volume 
of the solute molecule and that of the hydration shell. In contrast, apparent molal 
compressibility data, at infinite dilution, provide insight into the compressibility of the 
hydration layer around the solute molecule, since the solute intrinsic compressibility is 
assumed to be zero.  

 

2.4 Surface Tension 
 

The surface tension is most easily illustrated for a liquid-gas interface. In the bulk of the fluid, 
the net force acting on a molecule averages to zero over time scales larger than the relaxation 
time of the molecular neighborhood. At the surface, the net force does not vanish. To increase 
the surface area, one needs to perform work to transfer the molecules from the bulk toward 
the surface. The work needed to increase the surface area by small quantity 𝑑𝐴 is proportional 
to 𝑑𝐴: 

 

  𝑑𝑊 = 𝜎𝑑𝐴 (2.7) 

 

The positive-definite coefficient 𝜎 is called the surface tension. 
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However this relationship is the case for a pure material. Whenever another species are 
present (such as amphiphilic molecules) the distribution becomes important as this control the 
details of the intermolecular forces in the interfacial region.  

Because surface tension manifests itself in various effects, it offers a number of paths to its 
measurement. Some of the most used methods are: capillary rise, pendant drop, du Nouy ring 
or Wilhelmy plate method[9]. Which method is optimum depends upon the nature of the 
liquid being measured, the conditions under which its tension is to be measured, and the 
stability of its surface when it is deformed. 

Since the surface tension depends on the amount of adsorbed molecules, it is interesting to 
obtain a relationship between the surface tension and the concentration solution.  

 

2.5 Langmuir-Blodgett films 
 

Monolayer is one molecule thick layer of insoluble substances (such as amphiphilic 
compounds) spread onto a supporting liquid subphase. 

In studying the solubility of the adsorbed species, it is necessary to point out two categories: 
insoluble and soluble surfaces layer. With facts in mind, Langmuir layer is a monolayer formed 
by a substance that is insoluble in the liquid subphase are labeled, and Gibss layer constitute 
the monolayer formed by a substance soluble I the bulk but adsorbed preferentially at the 
interface. 

The surface pressure of a monolayer film is defined as the difference between the surface 
tension of the pure supporting liquid (𝛾0) and that of the liquid with an adsorbed film (𝛾): 

 

𝜋 = 𝛾0 − 𝛾 

 

The surface pressure represents an expanding pressure exerted by the monolayer acting 
against the (contracting) surface tension of the pure liquid substrate. For that reason it is 
possible to construct a pressure-area (𝜋 − 𝐴) curve for a monolayer. Experimentally, this study 
may be done by the classical Langmuir though spreading the adsorbed material (as a dilute  
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solution in a volatile solvent) onto liquid substrate[10]. The surface pressure is usually 
measured using the Wilhemly plate (a thin plate that is used to measure equilibrium surface or 
interfacial tension at an air-liquid or liquid-liquid interface). In this method, the plate is 
oriented perpendicular to the interface, and the force exerted on it is measured.  

Monolayer films exhibit characteristics that may be equated to the solid, liquid and gaseous 
states of matter. These equivalent states are roughly defined as: 

• Condensed solid films, which are essentially incompressible and densely packed. The 
molecules have little mobility and are preferentially oriented perpendicular to the 
surface 

• Expanded films, roughly equivalent to the liquid state, in which the monolayer is 
relatively densely packed but is much more compressible than condensed films.  

• Molecular orientation is still approximately perpendicular to the surface, but the 
compounds are less rigidly packed. 

• Gaseous films, in which the molecules are relatively far apart and have significant 
surface mobility for acting independently. 

Insoluble film monolayer films, formed by a substance that is insoluble in the liquid subphase, 
may be transferred to solid substrates. This method is commonly referred to as the Langmuir-
Blodgett technique. The molecular density at the air-water interface is manipulated with 
moveable barriers in a Langmuir-Blodgett through. A monolayer can be transferred to a flat 
solid support, as e.g. a hydrophilic silicon substrate is hydrophilic, the headgroup of the 
monolayer will oriented towards to the solid surface, whereas the hydrophobic alkyl chains are 
exposed to the air. During the transfer, the surface pressure of the monolayer is kept constant 
by automatically compressing the film by the barrier to account for the material loss. It is 
important the effect of transfer speed of a monolayer to a substrate. At high transfer speeds 
the quality of the transferred monolayer will largely be dominated by hydrodynamics: the 
underlying water layer has to be removed from the monolayer in contact with the solid 
surface. At low transfer speeds, the monolayer quality after transfer will be increasingly 
dominated by molecular interaction between the monolayer and the solid surface. 

 

2.6 Circular Dichroism 
 

Circular Dichroism (CD) measures the interaction of circularly polarized light with molecules. 
Circularly polarized light comes in left- and right-handed forms, rather like screw threads.  
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These forms interact equally with non-chiral chromophores, but differently when the 
chromophore has a right- or left-handed form. The result is a small difference in the extinction 
coefficients for left- and right-polarized light, which varies with wavelength. 

CD spectra in the far-UV region (170-260 nm) provide important information about protein 
secondary structure. In proteins, the chiral arrangement of peptide bonds in secondary 
structures such as α-helix and β-sheets leads to characteristic CD spectra at UV wavelengths. 
Alteration of the relative orientations, due to conformational or structural variations, causes 
changes in the CD spectrum. 

CD is reported in units of absorbance or ellipticity. Each of these can be normalized for molar 
concentration of the sample. To calculate molar ellipticity, the sample concentration (g/L), cell 
pathlength (cm), and the molecular weight (g/mol) must be known. If the sample is a protein, 
the main residual weight (average molecular weight of the amino acids it contains) is used in 
place of the molecular weight, essentially treating the protein as a solution of amino acids. 

Molar ellipticity is determinate as follows: 

 

  [𝜃]𝑙 = 𝜃𝑙𝑀𝑟
𝑛𝑐𝑙

 (2.8) 

 

Where 𝑐 is the protein concentration, 𝑙 is the path length of the cell, [𝜃]𝑙  is the measured 
ellipticity at a wavelength λ, is the molecular mass of the protein, and 𝑛 is the number of 
residues. 

 

2.7 UV-visible spectroscopy 
 

UV-visible spectroscopy (UV-Vis) provides information about the structure, formulation, and 
stability of the materials in solution. Absorption spectra are produced when ions or molecules 
absorb electromagnetic radiation in the ultraviolet or visible regions. The intensity of the 
absorption is proportional to the number, type and location of color absorbing structures in 
the molecule. 
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The conventional or single-beam spectrophotometer contains two source lamps, a deuterium 
lamp and tungsten lamp. Polychromatic light from the source is focused on the entrance slit of 
a monochromator, which selectively transmits a narrow band of spectrum. This light then 
passes through the sample area to the detector. The absorbance of a sample is determined by 
measuring the intensity of light reaching the detector without the sample (the blank) and 
comparing it with the intensity of light reaching the detector after passing through the 
sample[11].  

When the light passes through or is reflected from a sample, the amount of light absorbed is 
the difference between the incident radiation (I0) and the transmitted radiation (I). The 
amount of light absorbed is expressed as either transmittance or absorbance. Transmittance 
usually is given in terms of a fraction of 1 or as a percentage and is defined as follows: 

 

  𝑇 = 𝐼
𝐼0

      𝑜𝑟  %𝑇 = (𝐼 𝐼0⁄ ) × 100 (2.9) 

 

Absorbance is defined as follows:  

 

  𝐴 = −𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑇 (2.10) 

 

For most applications, absorbance values are used to determine many physicochemical 
characteristics of compounds and thus can provide information as to identify of a particular 
compound. For example the absorbance spectra of proteins result largely from the presence of 
the aromatic amino acids tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine. A protein at room 
temperature has a specific tertiary structure or conformation that in turn creates a specific 
electronic environment for the aromatic amino acids. If the protein is heated it will, at certain 
temperature, unfold or melt and lose the structure. In this process, the electronic environment 
of the aromatic amino acids changes, which in turn results in spectral changes or shifts. 
However, the observed absorbance is always significantly less than expected because their 
electronic environment. When a molecule is heated, the hydrogen bonds break, the double 
helix unwinds, and the absorbance increases. 
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2.8 Fluorescence 
 

Fluorescence is the process by which electronically excited molecules decay to the ground 
state via the emission of a photon without any change in spin multiplicity. Emission is detected 
by spectrofluorometers and occurs at longer wavelengths than the corresponding absorbance 
band. The quantum yield of fluorescence emission is defined as the ratio of photons emitted 
through the fluorescence to the number of photons absorbed.  

Changes in intensity and wavelength reflect the influence of local environment on emission. 

The quenching of fluorescence is known to occur by two process, namely collisional (dynamic) 
quenching and/or formation of a complex between the quencher and fluorophore (static 
quenching)[12]. The fluorescence quenching data were analyzed according to the Stern-
Volmer equation: 

 

   𝐹0 𝐹⁄ = 1 + 𝐾𝑠𝑣[𝑄] (2.11) 

 

where 𝐹0 and 𝐹 are the fluorescence peak intensities of the fluorophore in the 
absence and presence of quencher. Collisional quenching can determine the accessibility of 
fluorophores in proteins via the Stern-Volmer analysis. When the drug molecules bind 
independently to a set of equivalent sites on a protein, the equilibrium between free and 
bound molecules is given by the equation: 

 

  log �𝐹0−𝐹
𝐹
� = log𝐾 + 𝑛 log[𝑄] (2.12) 

 

where 𝐹0, 𝐹, are the stady-state fluorescence intensities in the absence and presence of 
quencher; 𝐾 and 𝑛 are the binding constant and the number of binding sites, respectively. 
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2.9 Light Scattering 
 

Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) is also known as Photon Correlation Spectroscopy. This 
technique is one of the most important methods used to determine the size of particles. When 
a beam of light passes through a colloidal dispersion, the particles or droplets scatter some of 
the light in all directions. When the particles are very small compared with the wavelength of 
the light, the intensity of the scattered light is uniform in all directions (Rayleigh scattering); 
for larger particles (above approximately 250 nm), the intensity is angle dependent (Mie 
scattering). 

If the light is coherent and monochromatic, as from a laser, it is possible to observe time-
dependent fluctuations in the scattered intensity using a suitable detector such as a 
photomultiplier capable of operating in photon counting mode. These fluctuations arise from 
the fact that the particles are small enough to undergo random thermal (Brownian) motion 
and the distance between them is therefore constantly varying. Constructive and destructive 
interference of light scattered by neighboring particles within the illuminated zone gives rise to 
the intensity fluctuation can therefore yield the diffusion coefficient of the particles from 
which, via the Stokes-Einstein equation, knowing the viscosity of the medium, the 
hydrodynamic radius or diameter of the particles can be calculated. 

The time dependence of the intensity fluctuation is most commonly analysed using a digital 
correlator. This device determines the intensity autocorrelation function which can be 
described as the ensemble average of the product of the signal with a delayed version of itself 
as a function of the delay time. The signal in this case is the number of photons counted in one 
sampling interval. At short delay times, correlation is high and, over time as particles diffuse, 
correlation diminishes to zero and the exponential decay of the correlation function is 
characteristic of the diffusion coefficient of the particles. Data are typically collected over a 
delay range of 100 ns to several seconds depending upon the particle size and viscosity of the 
medium. 

Analysis of the autocorrelation function in terms of particle size distribution is done by 
numerically fitting the data with calculations based on assumed distributions. A truly 
monodisperse sample would give rise to a single exponential decay to which fitting a 
calculated particle size distribution is relatively straightforward. The autocorrelation function 
decays exponentially as follows:  
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  𝑔(𝜏𝑐) = exp (−𝜏𝑐𝐷𝑠𝑞2)  (2.13) 

 

where 𝜏𝑐 is termed the correlation delay time, 𝐷𝑠 is the self-diffusion coefficient of the 
particle, and 𝑞 is the scattering vector defined as the vector difference between the wave 
propagation vector of the incident and the scattered beam, both of length 2𝜋 𝜆⁄ : 

 

  𝑞 = 4𝜋
𝜆

sin �𝜃
2
� (2.14) 

 

 where 𝜆 is the wavelength of the scattered radiation in the medium. 

To give the hydrodynamic radius of the particle the Stokes-Einstein relationship is used: 

 

  𝑅ℎ = 𝑘𝐵𝑇
6𝜋𝜂0𝐷𝑠

 (2.15) 

 

where 𝜂0 is the viscosity of the continuous phase. 

In practice, polydisperse samples give rise to a series of exponentials and several quite 
complex schemes are devised for the fitting process. 

 

2.10 Differential Scanning Calorimeter (DSC) 
 

Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) is an experimental techniques widely used in the study 
of binary and multicomponent systems containing substances of different classes, as a salt 
(surfactants), metals, oxides, organic compounds, liquid crystals, etc. including methods 
available to the biophysical chemist for the study of macromolecules conformation and 
thermal transitions might be affected by ligand binding. Thermal transition (melting) 
temperatures (for samples in solution, solid or mixed phases, e.g. suspensions) and enthalpies  
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are often determined and used to draw the limits of existence of the different phases. A phase 
transition in a two-component system is often characterized by a single transition temperature 
and a transition enthalpy, which is done by mechanical analogy with a transition in pure 
individual substance[13-16]. 

The advantages of calorimetric techniques arise because they are based on direct 
measurements of intrinsic thermal properties of the samples and usually non-invasive and 
require no chemical modifications or extrinsic probes. Furthermore, with careful analysis and 
interpretation, calorimetric experiments can directly provide fundamental thermodynamic 
information about the processes involved. 

In a DSC experiment a sample is heated at constant rate in the calorimeter cell alongside and 
identical reference cell containing the blank. Differences in heat energy uptake between the 
sample and reference cells required to maintain equal temperature, correspond to differences 
in apparent heat capacity, and it is these differences in heat capacity that give direct 
information about the energetic of thermally induced processes in the sample.  

From DSC experiment is obtained a thermogram showing the excess heat capacity (Cp sample 
minus reference) as a function of temperature. For the case of simple globular proteins the 
thermogram comprises three regions: pre-transition baseline, the endothermic unfolding 
transition, and post-transition baseline (Fig.2.1).  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Typical thermogram of DSC measurements. 

 

The heat capacity (or specific heat) of any substance reflects the ability of the substance to 
absorb heat energy without increase in temperature, and this central to DSC measurements  
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and to the fundamental underlying thermodynamics. The absolute enthalpies (H) and 
entropies (S) may be derived by the heat capacity, (fundamental properties from which all 
thermodynamic quantities are derived). Changes in enthalpy and entropy (∆H and ∆S) as a 
system changes from one state to another (𝐴 → 𝐵) at constant temperature follow directly 
from the integral definitions: 

 

  Δ𝐻 = 𝐻𝐵 − 𝐻𝐴 = ∫ ΔCp
𝑇
0 𝑑𝑇 + Δ𝐻(0) (2.16) 

  Δ𝑆 = 𝑆𝐵 − 𝑆𝐴 = ∫ (Δ𝐶𝑝 T) dT⁄𝑇
0  (2.17) 

 

where Δ𝐶𝑝 = 𝐶𝑝,𝐵 − 𝐶𝑝,𝐴 is the heat capacity difference between states A and B at 

given temperature. Δ𝐻(0) is the ground state enthalpy difference between A and B at 
absolute zero. 

The Calorimeter enthalpy (∆Hcal) is the total integrated area under the thermogram peak 
which, after appropriate baseline correction, represents the total heat energy uptake by the 
sample undergoing the transition. The van’t Hoff enthalpy (∆HVH) is an independent estimate 
of the enthalpy of the transition, based on an assumed model for the process. Here one simply 
uses the area under the Cp peak at any temperature, divided by the total area, as a measure of 
the fraction or extent of unfolding that has occurred at that temperature. The relationship 
between ∆Hcal and ∆HVH can sometimes provide insights not accessible from ∆Hcal alone, for 
example, if a protein is composed of two identical domains which unfold independently with 
the same Tm and ∆Hcal , the ratio ∆Hcal/∆HVH will be 2.0, while it would be 1.0 if the protein had 
only a single domain. If, on the other hand, the protein dimerized and the dimer underwent 
only a single coupled transition then ∆Hcal/∆HVH ratio will be 0.5. It is clear from this that the 
calorimetric heat ∆Hcal refers to heat change per mole while ∆HVH is heat change per unfolding 
unit (called cooperative unit). Thus the ratio ∆Hcal/∆HVH can, in simple cases, be thought of as 
the number of cooperative units per mole[17]. 

 

2.11 Electron Microscopy techniques 
 

Electron microscopy is an important viewing technique to examine biological materials (such  
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as organisms and cells), a variety of large molecules, medical biopsy samples, metals and 
crystalline structures, and the characteristics of various surfaces. It can be defined as a 
specialized field of science that employs the electron microscope as a tool and uses a beam of 
electrons to form an image of a specimen.  

Electron microscopy is operated in the vacuum and focuses the electron beam and magnifies 
images with help of electromagnetic lenses. It has much higher magnification or resolving 
power than normal light microscope, due to increasing the velocity of electrons results in a 
shorter wavelength and increased resolving power. 

The two basic types of electron microscopes are the scanning electron microscope and the 
transmission electron microscope. The relatively high magnification range of both basic types 
of electron microscopy allows investigators to detect in specimens much greater detail than 
those examined by light microscopy.[18] 

The Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) projects electrons through an ultrathin slice of 
the specimen and produces a two dimensional image. The sample is bombarded by a highly 
focused beam of single-energy electrons. The electrons are accelerated by an electric potential 
and focused by electromagnetic lenses onto the sample. The beam has enough energy for the 
electrons to be transmitted through the sample. The transmitted beam contains information 
about electron density, phase and periodicity; this beam is used to form an image. 

The scanning electron microscope reveals information about the sample, for example, external 
morphology, chemical composition, and crystalline structure and orientation of materials 
making up the sample. The electrons interact with the sample within a few nanometers to 
several microns of the surface, depending on beam parameters and sample type. Electrons are 
emitted from the sample primarily as either backscattered electrons or secondary electrons. 
Secondary electrons are the most common signal used for investigations of surface 
morphology, which provides one of the main signals for image formation in the scanning 
electron microscopy. Electrons of low energy (up to 50 eV) may be ejected from the specimen; 
these are secondary electrons. Once these electrons escape from the sample surface, they are 
typically detected by a photomultiplier detector. The SEM image formed is the result of the 
intensity of the secondary electron emission from the sample at each x,y data point during the 
rastering of the electron beam across the surface 

Some energy from the beam electrons is transferred to the conduction band electrons in the 
sample, providing enough energy for their scape from the sample surface as secondary 
electrons. Since these electrons travel farther into the sample than the secondary electrons, 
they can emerge from the sample at a much larger distance away from the impact of the 
incident beam which makes their spatial distribution larger.  
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This occurs in a vacuum environment ranging from 10-4 to 10-10 Torr. The electrons are 
guides to the sample by a series of electromagnetic lenses in the electron column. The 
resolution and depth of field of the image are determined by the beam current and the final 
spot size, which are adjusted with one or more condenser lenses and the final, probe-forming 
objective lenses. The lenses are also used to shape the beam to minimize the effects of 
spherical aberration, chromatic aberration, diffraction, and stigmatism. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2: Scheme of Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and Transmission Electron 
Microscope (TEM). 

 

2.12 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
 

The AFM is a powerful new tool that consists of scanning a sharp tip on the end of a flexible 
cantilever across a sample surface while maintaining a small, constant force. The main 
difference between these types of microscopy and the AFM is, as the name suggests, 
interactive forces between the sample and the tip. The force most commonly associates with 
atomic force microscopy is an interatomic force called the van der Waals force. This technique 
has the advantage of imaging almost any type of surface, including surfactants, polymers, 
ceramics, and biological samples either resolution at an atomic scale.  

AFM technique mainly uses a laser beam deflection system, where a beam is reflected from 
the back of the reflective AFM lever and onto a position-sensitive detector. The tips typically 
have an end radius of 2 nm to 20 nm, depending on tip type and are microfabricated from Si or 
Si3N4. 
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It is known that the AFM technique is based on the forces between the tip and sample, but this 
force is not measured directly. The force is calculated by maintaining a constant cantilever 
deflection; the force between the tip and the sample remains constant, and is calculated from 
Hook’s law, which is given by: 

 

   𝐹 = −𝑘𝑥 (2.18) 

 

where 𝐹 is the force, 𝑘 is the spring constant, and x is the cantilever deflection. A plot 
of the laser deflection versus tip position on the sample surface provides the resolution of the 
hills and valleys that constitute the topography of the surface. A scheme can be seen in Figure 
2.3: 

 

Figure 2.3: A deflection AFM. The cantilever deflection is detected by a reflected laser beam and 
photodiode. The tip is integrated with the cantilever. The substrate is moved in the xyz directions by a 

piezoelectric scanner. A feedback loop controls the rate of z movement. 

 

In AFM, different modes of operation are applicable to specific application requirements: 
Contact mode, Non-Contact mode and Tapping mode. The two most commonly used modes of 
operation are Contact Mode AFM and Tapping Mode AFM, which are conducted in air or 
liquid environments. 

Contact Mode consists of raster-scanning the probe or sample while monitoring the change in 
cantilever deflection with the split photodiode detector. A feedback loop maintains a constant 
cantilever deflection by vertically moving the scanner at each (x,y) data point is stored by the 
computer to form the topographic image of the sample surface. This feedback loop maintains 
a constant force during imaging. 
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Tapping Mode depends on the detection of amplitude of a driven cantilever oscillation; the 
cantilever is driven to oscillate close to its resonance frequency (~300 kHz) and lightly 
“tapping” the tip on the surface during the scanning. The laser reflection method is used to 
detect the root-mean-square (RMS) amplitude of the cantilever oscillation. A feedback loop 
maintains constant amplitude by moving the scanner vertically at every (x,y) data point. By 
maintaining constant oscillation amplitude a constant tip-sample interaction is maintained 
during imagining.  

The advantage of Tapping Mode over contact mode is that it eliminates the lateral, shear 
forces present in contact mode. This enables Tapping Mode to image soft, fragile, and 
adhesive surfaces without damaging them, which can be a drawback of contact mode AFM. 
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3.1 Self-Assembly of Surfactants 
 

3.1.1 Introduction 
 

Surfactants are characterized by the presence of two moieties in the same molecule, one polar 
and other nonpolar. The polar group may carry a positive or negative charge or both of them, 
giving rise to cationic, anionic or zwitterionic surfactants respectively, or may contain ethylene 
oxide chains or sugar or saccharide-type groups, as in the case of nonionic surfactants[19]. The 
nonpolar part of the molecule is generally a hydrocarbon chain or may consist of a 
fluorocarbon chain, aromatic rings, etc. The most significant characteristic of this type of 
amphiphile is the tendency to adsorb very strongly at the interface between air and water; in 
doing so, the hydrophobic part of the molecule can escape from the aqueous environment 
whilst the hydrophilic head group can remain immersed in water. Such substances are said to 

be strongly surface-active because they lower the surface (or interfacial) tension, γ  [20] 

As surfactant is added to water, the molecules dissolve. In most cases, an increase in 
temperature aids this process but this is not universally true. In solution, the polar head groups 
are hydrated, they can take part in the H-bonding structure of water. The hydrophobic tails, on 
the other hand, cannot do this and we can visualize a discontinuity in the structure of the 
water around these tails. This has been referred to as a “cage” and cited as the origin of the 
“hydrophobic effect”[21], which is related with the fact that the contact between water 
molecules and hydrocarbon or fluorocarbon chains are minimized and the entropy of the 
system is increased. Furthermore, there is an additional enthalpic term associated to the van 
der Waals clustering of the chains.  

The formation of micelles is an aggregation process which often occurs at about the same 
surfactant concentration. These are structures in which the hydrophobic portions of the 
surfactant molecule associate together to form regions from which the solvent, water is 
excluded. The hydrophilic head groups remain on the outer surface to maximize their 
interaction with the water and the oppositely charged ions (called counterions). A significant 
fraction of the counterions remain strongly bound to the head groups so that the lateral  
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repulsive force between those groups is greatly reduced. The precise structure of the micelle 
depends upon the temperature and the concentration but also on the details of the molecular 
structure: size of head group, length and number of hydrocarbon chains, presence of 
branches, double bonds or aromatic rings, etc[22]. 

At low temperatures, the solubility is low with surfactant molecules in equilibrium with the 
surfactant solution. There is a critical point known as the Krafft point, and at temperatures 
higher than the value at this point (the Krafft temperature) the solubility appears to increase 
rapidly and the solution phase consists of surfactant aggregates or micelles, as well as single 
molecules. Below the Krafft temperature, micelles are not formed. The concentration at which 
micelles are produced is known as the critical micelle concentration (cmc). The latter varies 
with temperature about the Krafft temperature. The cmc is marked by quite sharp changes in 
slope when various transport and equilibrium properties (like electrical conductivity and 
surface tension) are plotted against concentration. 

The shape of micelle produced in aqueous media is of importance in determining various 
properties of surfactant solution. Changes in temperature, concentration of surfactant, 
additives in the liquid phase, and structural groups in the surfactant may all cause change in 
the size, shape, and aggregation number of the micelle, with the structure varying from 
spherical through rod- or dislike to lamellar in shape (Fig.3.1.1). 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1.1: Different structures of surfactants increasing the concentration. 
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A theory of micellar structure, based upon the geometry of various micellar shapes and the 
space occupied by the hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups of the surfactant molecules, has 
been developed by Israelachvili, Mitchell and Ninham (1976, 1977). The volume 𝑉𝐻 occupied 
by the hydrophobic groups in the micellar core, the length of the hydrophobic group in the 
core 𝑙𝑐, and the cross-sectional area 𝑎0 occupied by the hydrophilic group at the micelle-
solution interface are used to calculate a packing parameter, which determines the shape of 
the micelle: 

  𝑃 = 𝑉𝐻
𝑙𝑐𝑎0

  (3.1.1) 

 

where 𝑉𝐻 = 27.4 + 26.9𝑛 Å3, 𝑛 is the number of carbon atoms of the chain embedded in the 
micellar core (the total number of carbon atoms in the chain, or one less); 𝑙𝑐 ≤ 1.5 +
1.265𝑛 Å3, depending upon the extension of the chain. For saturated, straight chains, 𝑙𝑐 may 
be 80% of the fully extended chain[22]. Amphiphilic molecule tends to aggregate into: 
monomers, spherical micelles (0 < 𝑃 ≤ 1 3⁄ ), cylindrical micelles (1 3⁄ ≤ 𝑃 ≤ 1 2⁄ ), vesicles 
(𝑃 ≤ 1), lamellae (𝑃 ≈ 1), and inverse (reversed) micelles (𝑃 > 1). 

The shape of a micelle, as mentioned earlier, is related to its size. The size usually expressed in 
terms of an aggregation number. From geometric considerations, the aggregations numbers 
𝑁𝑎𝑔𝑔 of micelles in aqueous media should increase rapidly with increase in the length of the 

hydrophobic group 𝑙𝑐 of the surfactant molecules, and decrease with increase in the cross-
sectional area of the hydrophilic group 𝑎0 or the volume of the hydrophobic group 𝑉𝐻. For 
example, in a spherical micelle in aqueous media, the surface area: 

 

  𝑁𝑎𝑔𝑔 = 4𝜋(𝑙𝑐 + Δ)2 𝑎0⁄  (3.1.2) 

 

where Δ is the added length of the radius of the sphere due to the hydrophilic group. 
Similarly, the volume of the hydrophobic core: 

 

  𝑁𝑎𝑔𝑔 = 4
3
𝜋(𝑙𝑐)3 𝑉𝐻�  (3.1.3) 
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An increase in the temperature appears to cause a small decrease in the aggregation number 
in aqueous medium of ionics, presumably because 𝑎0 is increased due to thermal agitation. If 
small amounts of hydrocarbons or long-chain polar compounds are added to an aqueous 
solution of a surfactant above its cmc, these normally water-insoluble materials may be 
solubilized in the micelles. This solubilization generally causes an increase in the aggregation 
number of the micelle, and as the amount of material solubilized by the micelle increases, the 
aggregation continues to increase until the solubilization limit is reached. 

 

3.1.2 Factors affecting the critical micellar concentration 
 

Among of factors known affect the cmc in aqueous solution, such as the structure of 
surfactants, the presence of added electrolyte in solution, the presence in solution of various 
organic compounds, the presence of a second liquid phase, and the temperature of the 
solution.  

Among of factors which affect the cmc in aqueous solution, the structure of surfactants, the 
presence of added electrolyte in solution, the presence in solution of various organic 
compounds, the presence of a second liquid phase, and the temperature of the solution have 
the greater impact on it. 

In general, the cmc in aqueous media decreases as the hydrophobic character of the surfactant 
increases. 

 

3.1.3 The Hydrophobic Group 
 

An increase in the length of the hydrocarbon chain in the unbranched portion of the chain 
decreases the cmc. Generally, used rule for ionic surfactants is that the cmc is halved by the 
addition of one methylene group to a straight-chain hydrophobic group attached to a single 
terminal hydrophilic group. When the hydrophobic group is branched, the carbon atomos on 
the branches appear to have about one-half the effect of carbon atoms on a straight chain. 
When carbon-carbon double bonds are present in the hydrophobic chain, the cmc is generally 
higher than that of the corresponding saturated compound, with the cis isomer generally 
having a higher cmc than the trans isomer. Similarly, introduction of polar groups such as –O- 
or –OH- into the chain normally increases the cmc in aqueous medium at room temperature. 
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3.1.4 Hydrophilic Group 
 

In aqueous medium, ionic surfactant have much higher cmc than nonionic surfactants 
containing equivalent hydrophobic groups. This is due to electrostatic repulsion between the 
head groups of the neighboring surfactant monomers within the micelles. Zwitterionics appear 
to have slightly smaller cmc than ionics with the same number of carbon atoms in the 
hydrophobic group.  

Surfactants containing more than one hydrophilic group in the molecule show larger cmc than 
those with one hydrophilic group and the equivalent hydrophobic group. 

For a given chain length, variation of the actual ionic headgroup present on the surfactant can 
markedly affect the cmc. The cmc in alkyl ionic surfactants follows the order: aminium salts > 
carboxylates > sulfonates > sulfates[23]. 

 

3.1.5 Effect of Counterions 
 

The critical micellar concentration in aqueous solution reflects the degree of binding of the 
counterions to the micelle. Increased binding of the counterion, in aqueous systems, causes a 
decrease in the cmc of the surfactant. The extent of adsorption of counterios depends also on 
the properties of the counterions. For example, an increase in the valency, as well as in the 
polarizability of the counterions, decreases the cmc. An increase in the hydrated radius, on the 
other hand, increases the cmc. For a given hydrophobic chain and anionic head group, such as 
dodecylsulfates, the cmc decreases in the order: Li+ > Na+ > K+ > Cs+ > Mg2+ > Ca2+. For cationic 
series, dodecyltrimethyl ammonium, for example, the cmc decreases as: F- > Cl- > Br- > I-[19]. 

 

3.1.6 Effect of additives 
 

The electrolyte effect is more pronounced for anionic and cationic than zwitterionic 
surfactants and more pronounced for zwitterionics than nonionics. This effect consist of in 
aqueous solution the presence of electrolyte causes a decrease in the cmc of most surfactants. 
The dependence of cmc on electrolyte level can be described using the following equation: 
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  log 𝑐𝑚𝑐 = −𝐴 log𝐶𝑒 + 𝐵 (3.1.4) 

 

where 𝐴 and 𝐵 are constants and 𝐶𝑒 is the total concentration of the counterions. 
Zwitterionics and nonionics exhibit less dependence on electrolyte levels than ionics 
surfactants, and the corresponding relation is given by: 

 

  log 𝑐𝑚𝑐 = −𝐾𝐶𝑠 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 (3.1.5) 

 

where 𝐾 is a constant for a particular surfactant-electrolyte system at a given temperature and 
𝐶𝑠 is the salt concentration. 

Addition of an oppositely charged surfactant in small amounts to a given ionic surfactant can 
also result in a significant decrease in the cmc[24]. Note, however, that addition of equimolar 
amounts of oppositely charged surfactants can result in precipitation and the region of 
homogeneus solution is restricted to very low total concentrations.  

 

3.1.7 Temperature effect 
 

The process of micellization itself is dependent on temperature in a complex way. Ionics 
surfactants typically exhibit a minimum in cmc with increase in temperature. This behavior is a 
consequence of the decrease in hydrophobicity of the surfactant molecules, an initial decrease 
in the cmc with the temperature. The increase in temperature causes a decrease in the 
hydration of the hydrophilic head group, favoring micelles formation. At the same time the 
increase in temperature causes a breakdown in the structured water molecules surrounding 
the hydrophobic alkyl chains, disfavoring the micellization process and the cmc increasing with 
temperature. The U-shaped curve observed is the outcome of the interplay of these two 
effects and was observed for different ionic and nonionic surfactants[25]. The effect of 
counterions is even more relevant on the minimum due to their different hydration 
capabilities. It was postulated that the cmc of ionic surfactants should follow the Hofmeinster 
series[26,27]. 
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3.2 Protein-Ligand Interactions 
 

3.2.1 Introduction 
 

For decades, researches focused their attention on functions and characteristics of proteins 
and protein surfactants mixtures based on their widespread applications (purification of 
receptors in their active forms, solubilization of enzymes lipoprotein, SDS-PAGE, isolation of 
hydrophobic proteins, drug delivery, or cosmetic industry). The recent flurry of research 
activity in biomedical, bioelectronics, or molecular templating of these system claims for 
substantial progress in determining the physical principles that underlie these phenomena. 

Proteins are structures with a great importance. Many medical, health and biological projects 
and advances are concerned with these materials. The stability and functionality of proteins 
are strongly dependent on the medium properties. 

 

3.2.2 Protein structure 
 

Proteins are linear sequences of amino acids linked together by peptide bonds. In solutions 
contain a mixture of different types of chemical groups, such as non-polar, polar and electrical 
charged. For this reason it is possible to characterize a typical protein as an amphoteric 
molecule and it is not surprising that most small amphiphilic molecules will interact strongly 
with proteins. 

Protein structures contain four levels of complexity: primary, secondary, tertiary and, 
sometimes but not always, quaternary. Each level has its own characteristics, and all levels are 
related to each other and depend on each other, together creating an extremely complex 
network. The primary structure (Fig.3.2A) is built up by the linear sequence of amino acids as 
joined together by peptide bonds (and includes any disulfide bond). The peptide bond is a 
chemical, covalent bond formed between the α-amino group of one amino acid and the α-
carboxyl group of another. Disulfide bonds are often present in extracellular proteins, but are 
rarely found in intracellular proteins. These are primarily disulfide bonds between cysteine 
residues that are adjacent in space but not in the linear amino acid sequence. Amino acid 
compositions vary enormously from protein to protein. Except in certain special cases, the 
various amino acids are distributed apparently randomly along the polypeptide chain. All  
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properties of a protein are derived from the primary structure, the linear sequence. They may 
be classified into three main types: fibrous, globular and disorderer. 

The secondary structure in a protein is the regular folding of regions of the polypeptide chain. 
The two most common types of protein fold are the α-helix (Fig.3.2B) and the β-sheet 
(Fig.3.2C). In the rod-like α-helix, the amino acids arrange themselves in a regular helical 
conformation. The β-sheet structure is a pleated sheet composed of β-strands in parallel or 
antiparallel arrangement depending on whether they run in the same direction or in opposite 
directions, respectively. β-pleated sheets are always slightly curved and, if several 
polypeptides are involved, the sheet can close up to form a β-barrel. Regions of the 
polypeptide chain that are not in a regular secondary structure are said to have a coil or loop 
conformation. The secondary structure elements fold into structural units, called domains, 
which comprise the tertiary structure. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Protein structure (A) primary structure. Secondary structure: (B) α-helix (C) β-sheets. 
(D) Tertiary structure. (E) Quaternary structure. 
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Tertiary structure refers to the spatial arrangement of amino acids that are far apart in the 
linear sequence as well as those residues that are adjacent (Fig.3.2D). This structure is 
maintained by four types of interaction between side chain groups of amino acids residues: 
hydrogen bonding, ionic interaction between oppositely charged group, hydrophobic 
interactions and disulfide cross-linkages. 

Proteins containing more than one polypeptide subunits exhibit quaternary structure, referring 
their arrangement in space (Fig.3.2E).  

 

3.2.3 Protein-Ligand interactions 
 

The interaction of small molecules (surfactants, drug molecules and denaturants) with 
macromolecules with specific receptors sites on surfaces of supramolecular organizations of 
biological systems in one of the extensively studied phenomena in recent biochemical research 
as it plays a role in a vast range of vital biochemical phenomena. As mentioned above, proteins 
are formed by a mixture of amino acids in unique combinations. The different nonpolar, polar 
and charged properties of the amino acids lead to complex interactions that determine the 
proteins’ secondary, tertiary and quaternary structure. Due to the hydrophobic and 
hydrophilic properties of amino acids, a protein exhibits a dualism that makes small 
amphiphilic molecules interact with proteins.  

The native structure is the three-dimensional arrangement of the functional protein when it is 
located in its natural environment. Changes in the environment, e.g., a rise in temperature, 
variation of pH or addition of denaturants, may cause denaturation of the protein. When a 
protein is denaturated, the characteristic three-dimensional arrangement is disrupted (the 
protein unfolds), and, consequently its biological function is lost. 

Proteins interact strongly with oppositely charged surfactants in aqueous solution due to a 
hydrophobic attraction between the surfactant tail and hydrophobic region on the surface and 
in the interior of the protein, as well as an electrostatic attraction between the headgroup of 
the surfactant and the protein (amphiphilic molecules)[28]. Many pharmacologically active 
compounds are amphiphilic molecules, and exhibit the same behavior as traditional 
surfactants, i.e., they tend to self-associate to form micelles when dispersed in aqueous 
solutions[29]. 
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Much of biotechnological, medical and drug delivery systems aims to predict their behavior on 
the basis of the set of molecules involved, mainly proteins and drugs. Understanding the 
interactions between these molecules is therefore crucial to such efforts. Although many 
thousands of interactions are known, precise molecular details are available for only a tiny 
fraction of them. The difficulties that are involved in experimentally determining atomic 
structure for interacting proteins make predictive methods essential for progress. Structural 
details can ultimately turn abstract system representations into models that more accurately 
reflect biological reality[5]. 

Understanding protein-ligand interaction is central, for example, to drug design and discovery 
of new medicines to benefit human health, and as well as, stabilizers functions in natural 
systems like in processed food used to stabilize emulsions, and as stabilizers for inorganic 
particles in paints or photographic films. A high level of steric complementary between the 
protein and the ligand is described by the lock-and-key paradigm and a high degree of 
complementary of hydrophobic and polar parts of both entities, namely, the binding site of the 
protein and the ligand. There is usually high complementary of the surface properties between 
the protein and the ligand. Lipophilic parts of the ligands are most frequently found to be in 
contact with lipophilic part of the protein. Polar groups are usually paired with suitable polar 
protein groups to form hydrogen bonds or ionic interactions. The experimentally determined 
hydrogen bond geometries display a fairly small scatter-in other words, the hydrogen bond 
geometry is strongly preserved. With very few exceptions, there are not repulsive interactions 
between the ligand and the protein. Direct interactions between the protein and the ligand are 
very important for binding, and these binds in an energetically favorable conformation[30]. 
The most important direct interactions are hydrogen bonds, ionic interactions, hydrophobic 
interactions, cation-π interactions and metal complexation. Therefore, in the ligand design 
process one has to ensure that polar functional groups, either of the protein or the ligand, will 
find suitable counterparts if they become buried upon ligand binding.  

Amphipatic molecules such as surfactants interact with proteins and to alter their structure, 
physico-chemical and rheological properties. Therefore, understanding of interaction between 
the surfactants and proteins in the bulk and the interface, formation of protein-surfactant 
complexes and displacement of protein molecules from the interface by surfactant molecules 
is important from scientific as well as practical viewpoints. With anionic surfactants, the 
interaction is predominantly electrostatic, and exist different models that explain how anionic 
surfactant interact with proteins. Compared to the anionics, cationic surfactants weakly  
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interact with the proteins as a consequence of smaller relevance of electrostatic interactions 
at the pH of interest. However, the binding isotherms of both types of surfactants have been 
found to be similar. The surfactant ions bind to groups of opposite charge on the protein and 
hydrophobic interactions between the aliphatic chains of the surfactants and the non polar 
protein surface regions that are adjacent to charged sites occurs (Fig. 3.3). These initial 
interactions cause the protein unfold, which result in the exposure of more binding sites, and, 
as the surfactant concentration is increased, binding becomes cooperative, and ultimately 
saturation occurs[31]. Compared ionics, nonionic surfactants bind weakly to the proteins due 
to the absence of electrostatic interactions, thus making micelle formation in bulk more 
favourable. 

The pH has also an effect on the net charge of the protein, which depends on its isoelectric 
point (pI). Below pI (when the net charge in aqueous solution is zero), the protein has a 
positive net charge, and interactions with anionic surfactants generally results in precipitation 
of the complexes, owing to neutralization of the charges. Above pI, the negatively charged 
protein forms stable soluble complexes. To a first approximation, protein solubility in water 
increases with the proportion of polar and charged groups, and decreases with increasing 
molecular weight. Most protein show a minimum in solubility at the isoelectric point where 
electrostatic interactions are minimal[19]. 
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Figure 3.3: Typical non-bonded interactions found in protein-ligand complexes. 

 

However, this short characterization is only a part of the story: ligand and binding site 
flexibility, distortion energies, desolvation effects, entropy, molecular electrostatic field 
complementary, and other effects are often qually important.  

Thus, the interpretations of data in the extensive literature on the unfolding of proteins in 
aqueous solution by amphiphilic molecules (drugs) have been recently analyzed [32,33]. 
During the 2000s improved methods were revised for improving assumptions associated with 
incomplete equilibrium constants, contradict model-free interpretation of the data and misuse 
of the Van’t Hoff relation is really common. In addition, the notion that proteins are simply 
three-dimensional, compact objects has been questioned: while proteins need to keep their 
specific  
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native fold structure thermally stable, the native fold displays the ability to perform large 
amplitude conformational changes that allow proper function. 

Unfolding transition can be monitored by different techniques. Indeed, the possibility that 
proteins may be characterized by fractal geometry rather than as a compact three-dimensional 
object appeared in a variety of measurement. New techniques such as “Dip Pen 
Nanolitography” have been extended to protein arrays with features as small as 45 nm. The 
ability to identify small molecule ligands for any protein of interest has far-reaching 
implications, both for the elucidating of protein function and for the development of novel 
pharmaceuticals[34]. 

 

3.2.4 Stabilization of Protein structure 
 

Thermodynamically, as a first approximation, the denaturation process can be considered as a 
transition between the two macroscopic states: The native state (N) and a denaturated state 
(D): 

  𝑁 ⇌ 𝑈 (3.2.1) 

The equilibrium between the native and denatured state is defined by: 

 

  𝐾0 = [𝑈] [𝑁]⁄  (3.2.2) 

 

 where 𝐾0 is the unfolding equilibrium constant for the protein in absence of ligand. 

Free energies and other thermodynamic parameters are relative quantities that depend on an 
arbitrary choice of reference or standard state. It turns out that the equilibrium constant (𝐾0) 
for any process is related to the standard Gibbs free energy change: 

 

  ∆𝐺0 = −𝑅𝑇𝑙𝑛(𝐾0) = ∆𝐻0 − 𝑇∆𝑆0 (3.2.3) 
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 where 𝑅 correspond to the universal gas constant and 𝑇 is the absolute temperature. 
The Gibbs energy is dependent on temperature. Is important to know that this equation 
involve the equilibrium between the native and denatured state regardless of the possible 
presence of intermediate states. ∆𝐻0 and ∆𝑆0 are strongly temperature-dependent so that 
the free-energy change is better written as: 

 

  ∆𝐺0 = ∆𝐻𝑅0 − 𝑇∆𝑆𝑅0 + ∆𝐶𝑃 �(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑅) − 𝑇 ln � 𝑇
𝑇𝑅
�� (3.2.4) 

 

where the subscript 𝑅 indicates the value of ∆𝐻0 and ∆𝑆0 at a reference temperature, 𝑇𝑅, and 
∆𝐶𝑃 is the heat-capacity change. 

The result of significant ∆𝐶𝑃 is that the free energy is not a linear function of temperature. 
Rather, it shows significant downward curvature and has a maximum value at some 
temperature, often near physiological. If 𝑇𝑅 is equal to the midpoint for thermal denaturation, 
𝑇𝑚, then ∆𝐺0 is equal to zero and ∆𝑆0 is just ∆𝐻0 𝑇𝑚⁄ . Thus the equation can be rewritten as:  

 

  ∆𝐺0 = ∆𝐻𝑚 �1 − 𝑇
𝑇𝑚
� + ∆𝐶𝑃 �(𝑇 − 𝑇𝑚) − 𝑇 ln � 𝑇

𝑇𝑚
�� (3.2.5) 

 

 where ∆𝐻𝑚 is the value of ∆𝐻0 at 𝑇𝑚. 

 

3.2.5 Thermodynamic of binding 
 

Application of Le Chatelier’s principle, or simple equilibrium considerations, shows that if any 
ligand (small molecule or other protein or macromolecule) binds preferentially to the folded or 
native form of the protein, then this will stabilize the folded state, and unfolding of the protein 
will become progressively less favourable as ligand concentration increases. Conversely, 
ligands that bind preferentially to the unfolded protein will destabilize the fold and will 
encourage unfolding.  

The binding of a ligand (𝐿) to a single site on a protein (𝑁) is defined by the equilibrium: 
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  𝑁 + 𝐿 ⇌ 𝑃𝐿 (3.2.6) 

 

with an association constant: 

 

  𝐾 = [𝑁][𝐿] [𝑁𝐿]⁄  (3.2.7) 

 

The binding of surfactants to proteins can be treated as a multiple-equilibrium phenomenon 
which can be written in terms of the native protein (𝑁), the surfactant (𝑆) and the complexes 
(𝑁𝑆𝑛): 

 

  𝑁 + 𝑆 ⇌ 𝑁𝑆1 (3.2.8) 

  𝑁𝑆1 + 𝑆 ⇌ 𝑁𝑆2 (3.2.9) 

  𝑁𝑆𝑛−1 ⇌ 𝑁𝑆𝑛 (3.2.10) 

 

where 𝑛 is the maximum number of sites available on the protein. For such multiple 
equilibria, if the equilibrium constants K for all the steps are identical, then, 

 

  𝐾𝑛 = [𝑁𝑆𝑛]
[𝑁][𝑆]𝑛 (3.2.11) 

 

The number of surfactant molecules bound per protein molecule, 𝜐, is given by: 

 

  𝜈 = 𝑛[𝑆𝐿𝑛]
[𝑆]+[𝑁𝑆𝑛] = 𝑛(𝐾[𝑆])𝑛

1+(𝐾𝑆)𝑛
  (3.2.12) 
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More realistically, however, ligand binding to one site may lead to an increase or decrease in 
the affinities of the other sites, that is, there may be positive or negative cooperativity. This is 
allowed by empirically by introducing a cooperativity coefficient 𝑛′. The general expression for 
𝜈 then becomes: 

 

  𝜐 = 𝑛(𝐾[𝑆])𝑛′

1+(𝐾[𝐿])𝑛′
 (3.2.13) 

 

In positively cooperative binding  𝑛′ > 1. A value of  𝑛′ less than one represents negatively 
cooperative binding, the binding of one ligands weakens the binding of subsequent ligands. If 
 𝑛′ is equal to one there is no cooperativity. 

Interesting differences occurs in the binding isotherms for ionic and nonionic surfactant. The 
binding of charged surfactant molecules to protein can be predict in two distinct stages. 
Initially, the surfactant ligand binds to specific sires of the protein surface. One expect an 
electrostatic interactions formed between the charged group of the ionic surfactants and the 
opposite charged amino acid residues of the protein, together with a hydrophobic interaction 
between the aliphatic chains of the surfactant and the nonpolar regions on the protein surface 
that are adjacent to charged sites [35]. In the second stage of binding by anionic surfactants, 
the protein unfolds to expose its hydrophobic interior and hence further potential binding 
sites. In this nonspecific cooperative binding region the main driving force is the hydrophobic 
interaction between the surfactant tails and the nonpolar residues of the unfolded protein[36]. 
Nonionic surfactants exhibit nonspecific hydrophobic protein-surfactant interactions near the 
cmc, but specific binding does not occur except in certain special cases[37,38]. 

The number of ligand molecules capable of binding to a single protein molecule is large, and 
the binding isotherms take the form of plots of the average number of bounds ligands per 
protein molecule as a function of the concentration of unbound ligand molecules in aqueous 
solution.  
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3.2.6 Ligand binding and folding equilibrium 
 

For the simplest case in which a ligand molecule (L) binds specifically to a single site on the 
native folded protein (N) the equilibria apply is represented by the equation (3.2.6) and with 
its dissociation constant associated (eq.3.2.7). The unfolding process is represented by the 
equation (3.2.1) with its respectively unfolding equilibrium constant (eq.3.2.2). 

In general the effective unfolding equilibrium constant (𝐾𝑢𝑛𝑓) is given by the ratio of the total 

concentrations of unfolded to folded species: 

 

  𝐾𝑢𝑛𝑓 = [𝑈] ([𝑁] + [𝑁𝐿]) = 𝐾0 {1 + ([𝐿] 𝐾⁄ )}⁄ ≈ 𝐾0𝐾 [𝐿]⁄⁄  (3.2.14) 

 

 where the final approximate form applies only at high free ligand concentration 
([𝐿] > 𝐾). In this case 𝐾𝑢𝑛𝑓 decreases and the folded form become more stable with 

increasing ligand concentration. This can be expressed alternatively in free energy terms: 

 

  ∆𝐺𝑢𝑛𝑓 = −𝑅𝑇 ln�𝐾𝑢𝑛𝑓� =∆𝐺𝑢𝑛𝑓,0 + 𝑅𝑇 ln(1 + [𝐿] 𝐾⁄ )  

  ≈ ∆𝐺𝑢𝑛𝑓,0 + ∆𝐺𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠,𝑁 + 𝑅𝑇 ln[𝐿]        ([𝐿] ≫ 𝐾) (3.2.15) 

 

 where ∆𝐺𝑢𝑛𝑓,0 is the unfolding free energy of the unliganded protein, and ∆𝐺𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠,𝑁 =
−𝑅𝑇 ln𝐾 is the standard Gibbs free energy for dissociation of the ligand from its binding site 
of the native protein. The approximate form again applies only at high ligand concentrations. 

The same approach can be applied to situations where ligand binds only to the unfolded 
protein: 

  𝑈 + 𝐿 ⇌ 𝑈𝐿 (3.2.16) 

  𝐾𝑈 = [𝑈][𝐿] [𝑈𝐿]⁄  (3.2.17) 
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for which: 

 

𝐾𝑢𝑛𝑓 = [𝑈] + [𝑈𝐿] (𝑁) = 𝐾0�1 + ([𝐿] 𝐾𝑈⁄ )� ≈ 𝐾0[𝐿] 𝐾𝑈⁄⁄  (3.2.18) 

 

and:  

∆𝐺𝑢𝑛𝑓 = −𝑅𝑇 ln�𝐾𝑢𝑛𝑓� =∆𝐺𝑢𝑛𝑓,0 − 𝑅𝑇 ln(1 + [𝐿] 𝐾𝑈⁄ )  

≈ ∆𝐺𝑢𝑛𝑓,0 − ∆𝐺𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑠,𝑈 − 𝑅𝑇 ln[𝐿]           (𝑓𝑜𝑟 ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ [𝐿]) (3.2.19) 

 

This illustrates the destabilizing effect of a reduction in unfolding free energy as ligand binds to 
the unfolded polypeptide. 
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• Assessment of interactions between four proteins and benzothiazole derivatives by 
DSC and CD. 
 

• Mechanisms of fibrinogen-acebutolol Interactions: Insights from DSC; CD and LS. 
 

• Surface characterization and AFM imaging of mixed fibrinogen-surfactant films. 
 

• Fibrinogen stability under surfactant interaction 
 

• Investigating the effect of an arterial hypertension drug on the structural properties of 
plasma protein 
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3.3 Hydrogels  
 

 

3.3.1 Introduction 
 

Hydrogels are cross-linked 3-D networks containing covalent bonds (produced by the 
reaction of one or more comonomers), physical cross-links (due to chain entanglements), 
hydrogen bonds, strong van der Waals interactions, and crystallite associations (bringing two 
or more macromolecular chains) [39]. These structures have been recently attracted much 
interest in the biomaterials sector because of their ability to entrap large quantities of water or 
biological fluids. This high water content mimics the natural environment, which gives them 
excellent biocompatibility while the three-dimensional network provides mechanical support. 
Recently the ability of proteins and peptides to self-assemble into ordered supramolecular 
architecture on the meso to macroscopic length scales has attracted considerable attention in 
the development of novel biomaterials due to their potential biocompatibility and 
biodegradability. Consequently they have found a wide range of applications in the medical, 
pharmaceutical and biomaterials sectors (drug delivery, materials for artificial organs) [40-42].  

The hydrogels properties can be modulated by varying the synthetic factors, such as vessel, 
reaction time, reaction temperature, monomer type, type of crosslinker, monomer 
concentration, and type and amount of initiator. Based on different aspects of hydrogels their 
classification may be based on the source:  

• Natural, synthetic gels or hybrid hydrogels: composed of synthetic and natural 
molecules. 

• Nature of the crosslinking: covalent or physical gels   
• Nature of the network: homopolymer networks, copolymer networks, interpenetrating 

networks or double networks. 
• Physical structure: homogeneous (optically transparent) microporous, and 

macroporous hydrogels 

• On their fate in an organism: degradable and nondegradable hydrogels. 

There are three classes of molecules that can be used to produce hydrogels: polymers, 
peptides and proteins. Polymers have been used extensively to create hydrogels; however 
many are not adhesive to cells. Consequently, recent efforts have focused on modifying the 
material to induce biocompatibility for tissue engineering application [43-46]. 
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3.3.2 Hydrogels Structure 
 

Based on the nature of the crosslinking force, hydrogels can be categorized as chemical 
(covalent) or physical gels. In chemical hydrogels the network of chemical links joining 
different chains can be obtained by cross-linking bulk polymers or polymers in solution. Due to 
the covalent crosslinks, chemically crosslinked hydrogels generally have high mechanical 
strength. On the other hand, the chemical reactions required to form crosslinks might 
potentially affect the structure and biological activity of encapsulated pharmaceuticals. 
Moreover, chemical crosslinking often requires crosslinking reagents or catalysts that are toxic 
towards cells [47-48]. Physical hydrogels chains are held together by non-permanent 
interactions, such as ionic interactions, hydrophobic interactions, hydrogen bonds and specific 
biomimetic interactions [49-52] (Figure 3.3.1). These interactions can be disrupted by changes 
in the environment, such as temperature, pH, ionic strength, presence of specific solutes, and 
stress; consequently, the formation of physical hydrogels may be reversible.  

 

 

Figure 3.3.1: Schematic representation of: A) Chemical and B) Physical crosslinked hydrogels. 

 

The properties of both chemically and physically crosslinked hydrogels can often be controlled 
by a wide variety of parameters, such as the number of crosslinks, the chemical structure of 
the polymer main chain and the water content [53]. In both cases, the density of cross-links is 
crucial in determining the properties and applications of the gels, as it is responsible for the 
swelling behavior and therefore for the combine solid-like and liquid-like characteristics [54].  

The swelling capacity of a hydrogels can be determined by the amount of space inside the 
hydrogels network available to accommodate water. Hydrogels can also be classified as  
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neutral, anionic, or cationic depending on the charges of the building blocks (Fig. 3.3.2). Non-
ionic hydrogels swell in aqueous medium solely due to water-polymer interaction. Cationic and 
anionic hydrogels swelling are dependent on the pH of the aqueous medium. At low pH 
cationic hydrogels display superior swelling due to their chain dissociation; the same for 
anionic hydrogels, at higher pH dissociate more, and hence exhibit superior swelling in neutral 
to basic solutions. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3.2: Different Hydrogels structures. 

 

Interestingly, a large number of biopolymers possess property to self-structure upon 
temperature variation. Two different types of temperature sensitive materials can be 
distinguished: upper critical solution temperature and lower critical solution temperature 
materials. In the first case, the gelation of many biopolymers is induced by the reversible 
temperature-sensitive formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonds. The second class, at low 
temperatures, a homogeneous solution is obtained. Upon heating, aggregation of the 
hydrophobic groups occurs, inducing phase separation and hydrogel formation. The 
endothermal gelation is driven by an entropy change. In contrast with the increase in order 
during the aggregation of the hydrophobic segments, the entropy increase during the hydrogel 
formation. This is due to the large amount of water molecules released by the hydrophobic 
part of the polymer[55]. Gelation thus occurs spontaneously upon heating because the 
entropy (𝑇Δ𝑆) compensates for the unfavorable enthalpy (Δ𝐻).  

For example, the gelation of methylcellulose (MC) is mainly induced by intermolecular, 
hydrophobic interactions. Consequently, these macromolecules are fully hydrated at low 
temperatures. Upon heating, gradual dehydration occurs, resulting in a viscosity increase. Near 
the transition temperature, polymer-polymer interactions are dominant and result in the 
formation of a polymer network[56]. It was demonstrated that MC is a promising candidate 
material to be applied as brain cell support, including the treatment of multiple-site injuries,  
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and in combination with hydroxyapatite, cellulose shows potential to be applied for bone 
tissue engineering [57]. 

Protein gels that form in-vivo are of profound physiological importance. The human body is 
approximately 65% water by mass and much of that water is contained in tissues throughout 
the body [58]. For example, even though dermal layers are approximately 70% water, skin is 
flexible enough to permit a large range of motions and also elastic enough to support the 
underlying tissues and fluids [59]. Another important example is the blood clot, which, despite 
its high water content, is strong enough to support haemostasis at an injury site while also 
facilitating tissue repair [60]. Both of these tissues have an underlying microscopic network of 
interconnected protein fibers that form through the self-assembly of collagen and fibrin 
respectively 

Proteins are essentially polymers of amino acids and are known to form β-sheets-rich fibrils 
(nanometers in width and micrometer in length) that also further self-organize and entangle to 
form three-dimensional hydrogels under appropriate conditions. It is through that the fibrillar 
network is stabilized by intermolecular and/or intramolecular hydrogen bonding, electrostatic 
interactions and hydrophobics effects.  

A typical example of a protein motif used in synthesis of hybrid hydrogels or protein-based 
hydrogels is the coiled-coil. Coiled-coils have been found in over two hundred native proteins 
[61]. Structurally the coiled-coil is a supercoil formed by two or more strands of α-helices, will 
be used as an example to demonstrate the potential for the design of well-organized hydrogel 
structures. The primary sequence of a typical coiled-coil is composed of 7-residues repeats, 
designed as heptads (Figure 3.3.3, left panel). The amino acid residues in a heptad are 
conventionally denoted as “a, b, c, d, e, f, g”. Hydrophobic residues at positions “a” and “d” 
form an inter-helical hydrophobic core, providing a stabilizing interface between the helices. 
Charged residues at positions “e” and “g” form electrostatic interactions, which contribute to 
coiled-coil stability and mediate specific association among helices. 
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Figure 3.3.3: Left panel: helical wheel diagram of a two stranded coiled-coil. Right panel: β-
sheets structure motif. 

 

β-sheets are important structural elements in proteins. β-strands are aligned adjacent to each 
other and are stabilized by hydrogen bonds between the carbonyl oxygen of an amino acid in 
one strand and the backbone nitrogen of a second amino acid in another strand (Figure 3.3.3, 
right panel). The strands (at least two, but frequently more) can arrange in parallel or 

antiparallel fashion to form the β-sheets. 

 

3.3.3 Hydrogels Characterization 
 

Hydrogels can be described in a rheological way. Rheology is the science of flow and 
deformation of matter, deformation (shear strains and shear rate) that occurs when a material 
is subjected to a stress (force). The relationship between stress and deformation is a property 
of the material. Therefore, it can be define “Rheology” as the study of stress-deformation 
relationship.  

The stress (force per unit area) can be applied in various ways: as a compression, as a tension, 
or as a shearing process. In compression and tension, dilute dispersions behave very much like 
simple liquids, especially if the particles are rigid and/or incomprenssible. Only in highly 
concentrated dispersions does one encounter unusual behavior under tension, while under 
compression most condensed materials (solid or liquid) behave rather similarly 
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Strain,  𝛾 = 𝑥(𝑡)
𝑦0

  Strain rate, �̇� = 𝑉
𝑦0

 𝑑 𝑥(𝑡)
𝑑 𝑡

  Viscosity, 𝜂 = 𝜏
�̇�
 

Figure 3.3.4: Scheme of application of a shearing stress to a material, produces a strain, 𝛾 = tan𝜃 

 

3.3.4 Theorical aspects 
 

Dynamics tests allow analyze the viscoelastic response of a material. These tests, also called 
“oscillatory test”, consists on to apply a shear stress or shear strain that is varied sinusoidal 
over time while is during the test. 

Oscillatory or dynamic test consists basically undergo to the material to a periodic 
deformation, which usually it is a simple sinusoidal shear that could be generated moving 
forward and backward to the top plate, consisting of deforming a material positioned between 
two parallel plates to move linearly the upper plate at given distance. 

 

3.3.5 Response to an oscillating shear field 
 

The shear strain applied to the material can be expressed as a function of time according to: 
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  𝛾 = 𝛾0 sin𝜔𝑡  (3.3.1) 

 

where 𝛾 is the shear strain, 𝛾0 is the maximum amplitude of the strain corresponding 
to simple harmonic motion, 𝜔 is the frequency and 𝑡 is the time applied in the test. 

The shear rate is also a periodic function: 

 

  �̇� = (𝑑𝛾)
(𝑑𝑡)

= 𝛾0𝜔 cos(𝜔𝑡) = �̇�0 cos(𝜔𝑡) (3.3.2) 

 

A material subjected to small sinusoidal strain, that guarantees a linear viscoelastic answer, 
responds after a certain number of cycles with a shear stress that also follows a sinusoidal 
function with respect to the time at the same frequency but with an amplitude characteristic 
of the nature of such material. 

Hook’s law describes ideal mechanical behavior using a constitutive equation in which stress 
and strain are related through a constant. If the material behaves as an ideal solid, the 
response is purely elastic and therefore the shear strain depends linearly as: 

 

  𝜎 = 𝐺𝛾  (3.3.3) 

 

where 𝐺 is the ridigity modulus, and therefore the shear strain waves and shear stress 
will be in phase: 

 

  𝜎 = 𝐺𝛾0 sin𝜔𝑡  (3.3.4) 

 

Newton formulated a similar proposal concerning properties of liquids. If the material was a 
viscous ideal fluid, it will fulfill the Newton’s law: 

 

  𝜎 = 𝜂[(𝑑𝛾) (𝑑𝑡)⁄ ] (3.3.5) 
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This law assumes that a force (or resistance) is proportional to a velocity (of movement). The 
coefficient of proportionality, 𝜂, is called viscosity (or coefficient of viscosity) 

And taking into account the expression (3.3.2), the wave corresponding to the shear stress 
would be out of phase in 90o with respect to shear strain wave: 

 

  𝜎 = 𝜂�̇�0 cos(𝜔𝑡) = 𝜎0 cos(𝜔𝑡) = 𝜎0 sin(𝜔𝑡 + 90)  (3.3.6) 

 

Both models (Hook and Newton models) represent properties of many materials and work well 
describing their behavior with considerably high degree of accuracy. However, there are 
numerous other real materials which are not described by above mentioned Hook and Newton 
laws. Rheology relies on the idea that non-Newtonian and non-Hookean materials exist in 
reality. Such materials are said to be visco-elastic and they may be intrinsically solids or liquids, 
depending on which of the two characteristics is dominant. A viscoelastic material shows an 
intermediate behavior between pure viscous and pure elastic ones, hence the shear stress 
displays a phase angle between 0o and 90o respect to the shear strain (Fig.3.3.5). The shear 
stress can be expressed mathematically as: 

 

   𝜎 = 𝜎0 sin(𝜔𝑡 + 𝛿) (3.3.7) 

 

where 𝜎0 is the maximum amplitude corresponding to the shear stress and 𝛿 is the 
phase angle related to the deformation. 
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Fig.3.3.5: Elastic solid, viscous liquid and viscoelastic behavior of hydrogels. 

 

If the expression (3.3.7) is developed trigonometrically we have: 

 

  𝜎 = 𝜎0(sin𝜔𝑡 cos 𝛿 + sin 𝛿 cos𝜔𝑡)  (3.3.8) 

 

An analysis of the expression (3.3.8) suggests that the wave related to the shear stress can be 
decomposed in two waves of the same frequency, a phase corresponding to the shear strain 
wave (sin𝜔𝑡) and another one with a phase angle of 90o (cos𝜔𝑡). Thus, (3.3.8) can be displays 
as follows: 

 

  𝜎 = 𝜎′ + 𝜎′′ = 𝜎′0 sin𝜔𝑡 + 𝜎′′0 cos𝜔𝑡  (3.3.9) 

 

From the comparison between (8) and (9) it can deduce that: 
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  𝜎′0 = 𝜎0 cos𝛿  (3.3.10) 

  𝜎′′0 = 𝜎0 sin 𝛿  (3.3.11) 

 

This decomposition allows the definition of two dynamic modulus: 

 

  𝐺′ = (𝜎′0 𝛾0⁄ ) = (𝜎0 𝛾0⁄ ) cos 𝛿  (3.3.12) 

  𝐺′′ = (𝜎′′0 𝛾0⁄ ) = (𝜎0 𝛾0⁄ ) sin 𝛿  (3.3.13) 

 

𝐺′y 𝐺′′ are called storage modulus and loss modulus respectively., and in general depends on 
the frequency. 𝐺′represents a modulus that measures the ratio of the in-phase stress and 𝐺′′ 
measures the ratio of the stress to the strain which is 90o out of phase.  

An oscillating measurement at frequency 𝜔 corresponds to a transient measurement over 
time 𝑡 = 1 𝜔⁄  and the result obtained gives two pieces of information: the ratio of the 
amplitudes of stress to strain (𝜎0 𝛾0⁄ ) and the phase angle, 𝛿, or alternatively the values of 
𝐺′and 𝐺′′   

The expressions (3.3.12) and (3.3.13) suggest that  𝐺′ and 𝐺′′ can be analyzed as an alternative 
representation in terms of a complex modulus, 𝐺∗, which trigonometric form would be: 

 

  𝐺∗ = (𝜎0 𝛾0⁄ ) cos 𝛿 + 𝑖(𝜎0 𝛾0⁄ ) sin 𝛿 = 𝐺′ + 𝑖𝐺′′ (3.3.14) 

 

The complex modulus 𝐺∗ would be: 

 

  |𝐺∗| = (𝐺´2 + 𝐺′′2)1 2� = 𝜎0 𝛾0⁄  (3.3.15) 

 

On the other hand from (3.3.12) and (3.3.13) it can be deduced that: 
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  tan 𝛿 = (𝐺´´ 𝐺´⁄ ) (3.3.16) 

 

The tangent of phase angle, also called loss tangent, is a dynamic viscoelastic function, 
generally frequency dependent, which indicates the ratio of viscous and elastic components 
displayed by the material. Thus, the loss tangent value indicates that under these conditions 
the materials responds with viscous and elastic component of the same value. That is, as one 
would expect a phase angle of 45o means that a superiority of the elastic component does not 
exist on the viscous component and viceversa. 

Another form to analyze the dynamic results, consist of defining a material function called 
dynamic viscosity. This methodology tends to be more comfortable for viscoelastics materials 
with predominantly fluid character. The dynamic viscosity is defined as a function of the stress 
component respect to the shear strain, 𝜎0. It is related to the viscous component of the 
viscoelastic behavior, 𝐺´´. 

 

  𝜂 = 𝜎0 𝛾0 = 𝐺 ´´⁄  (3.3.17) 
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3.4 Synthesis of Nanomaterials 
 

3.4.1 Introduction 
 

The synthesis of nanoparticles and nanoporous materials is recent branch of the 
nanotechnology that grows in complexity and number of applications. The high specific areas 
obtained, together with the effect of confinement, give rise to nanostructures having 
properties which differ from those shown by conventional materials. Due to advances in this 
field, new challenges are appearing. One of the most attention has received in recent years is 
the control of the solid structures at different scales [62-64], producing new properties that 
can be controlled by changing the synthesis conditions. 

Different approaches ranging from physical to chemical methods have been exploited for the 
controlled fabrication of well-defined inorganic structures. Increasingly, colloidal chemists are 
contributing to the biomimetic synthesis of inorganic nanostructures with dimensional, 
morphological, and architectural specificity by using organized self-assemblies of surfactants as 
nanostructured reaction media or templates. It has been necessary to develop new synthetic 
techniques based on weak interactions due to precise control of the organization of the solid. 
In addition, it has been used biomimetic techniques, inorganic precursors and biomaterials. 
Exist different ways to synthesize templates: by organic molecules, molecular self-assembly, 
copolymers, liquid crystals, cooperative organization, microemulsions, foams, etc.  

 

3.4.2 Synthesis by organic molecules used as templates:  
 

This synthesis is based on the use of organic molecules as templates to direct the formation of 
solids around it. The templates are characterized by preserving its original shape and size 
during the synthesis of nano-structured material. The removal of the templates is a common 
step in the preparation of materials with controlled porosity [1,65-66]. Organic compounds 
must present different requirements to be used as a template: i) chemical stability ii) specific 
interaction with the precursor of the solid and iii) finalized the synthesis, the possibility to be 
removed.  

Among the materials prepared using organic templates include zeolites, which are 
microporous crystalline aluminosilicates (pore size below 2 nm) widely used in catalysis, 
separation, adsorption and ion exchange [67]. 
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This synthesis strategy using templates proved extremely useful and versatile. Also, is 
important to know that not only conventional organic molecules has been used as templates, 
additionally supramolecular structures[68], dendrimers[69], polymers[70], colloidal 
suspensions of nano-particles[71], latex spheres[72], and even biological materials such as, 
DNA[73] or viruses[74]. 

  

3.4.3 Synthesis by molecular self-assembly: Liquid crystals and cooperative 
organization. 
 

This synthesis differs from the previous one because organic molecules are not kept in shape 
and size of the nanostructured solid during the synthesis. The structures prepared by self-
assembling molecules are generally larger than those obtained with organic templates, due to 
these organic molecules are amphiphilic, i.e. consist of a hydrophilic and hydrophobic part, and 
self-assemble in micelles with different geometries. The synthesis using molecular self-
assembly system to produce around nanometer scales, resulting mesoporous materials. The 
large size of the mesoporous (2-50nm) facilitates access to the interior of solid reagents 
allowing to process bulky molecules that cannot access the interior of solids with smaller 
pores, such as zeolites. By controlling the synthesis conditions, for example, the concentration 
of surfactant, it is possible to prepare solids with mesopores sorted structures: hexagonal 
(MCM-41), cubic (MCM-48) or lamellar (MCM-50). The acronym MCM corresponds to Mobile 
Composition of Mater (Fig.4.1). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Scheme of possible mechanistic pathways for the formations of MCM-41: 1) Liquid 
crystal phase initiated and 2) Silicate anion initiated. 
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Most work on ordered mesoporous solids are based on silica, but in important to know that 
recent years have also been described to synthesis of mesoporous oxides of titanium, 
aluminum, zirconium, niobium, tin, iron and manganese and so on[75]. The main reason to use 
silica in the construction of materials with controlled porosity is due to silica alkoxides are 
hydrolyzed slowly allowing its proper interaction with surfactant molecules. On the other 
hand, some metal oxides are less stable to the removal of the surfactant, causing the collapse 
of the structure.  

 

3.4.4 Synthesis spatially restricted: foams, and microemulsions 
 

It is possible to control the final shape and size of the solid by using techniques that restrict the 
space where the synthesis takes place, achieving, in combination with the synthesis strategies 
described above, precise control of the structure of solids from the molecular to macroscopic 
level. This is the ultimate goal of building solid, it combines emergent properties of various 
dimensions. 

Surfactant molecules have for a long time been employed in stabilizing finely dispersed matter 
since they have, due to their amphiphilic character, the tendency to adsorb at 
hydrophilic/hydrophobic interfaces such as water/air, water/oil or water/(hydrophobic) solid 
and oil/(hydrophilic) solid. In many inorganic or organic (colloidal) particle preparation routes, 
different types of surfactants have been added to stabilize the formed particles sterically o 
electrostatically against (irreversible) aggregation (and, if applicable, coalescence) processes. 
Apart from their stabilishing properties, surfactants have progressively gained more attention 
because they may self-assemble under certain conditions in binary and ternary systems of 
surfactant(s), water and/or oil into thermodynamically stable nano-heterogeneous systems, 
with a variety of different morphologies. These self-assembled systems can in principle be 
used as a kind of micro or better nanoreactor to separate and control nucleation and growth 
processes and as a template to direct growth and to control the morphology of the forming 
solid phase. Over the last two to three decades our knowledge of self-assembles surfactants 
systems has increased dramatically and a number of these systems have thoroughly 
investigated for advances materials synthesis[76-78]. 

The formation and morphological control of colloidal assemblies during a microemulsion-
mediated hydrothermal synthesis is a complex process which depends on the particular 
combination of all the relevant microemulsion parameters. The effect of various factors on the 
final particle size is actually system specific, including the rate and the order of reactants 
addition[79]. 
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Microemulsions are thermodynamically-stable complex fluids composed of water and oil 
domains that are separated by a surfactant monolayer which reduces unfavourable oil-water 
contact[80-81]. The topology of the oil and water domains can vary, depending on the 
composition and temperature[82]. Distinct, nanometer-size, surfactant-coated water droplets 
are maintained dispersed in the apolar solvent at low volume fractions of water; this system is 
called a reverse micellar phase or a water-in-oil microemulsion. Both the mesoporosity of the 
solid as well as  

the size of the microspheres can be modified by varying the dimensions of the surfactant 
concentration, the nature of the organic phase and the synthesis conditions (temperature, pH, 
etc.). 

Despite the versatility of using molecular or supramolecular templates for the preparation of 
materials with controlled porosity, this synthetic strategy requires the use of organic templates 
and inorganic precursors compatible in terms of interaction and stability to pH, temperature, 
solvent and salt concentration. 

On the other hand, the elimination of the template molecule is a complex step, because during 
this process may deteriorate the porosity of the solid, especially in certain metal oxides. To 
avoid these drawbacks, it is possible to use organic mold, often described as rigid molds. After 
removing the mold, nanomaterials can be used directly or further modified to improve their 
properties. This technique is possible to obtain very homogeneous nanomaterials with 
different sizes (determined by the dimensions of the pores) and forms (depending on the 
architecture of the solid used as a template). This would have been able to prepare 
nanoparticles and nanowires of different metals into mesoporous silica by reduction of metal 
precursors[83]. Following this procedure, have been prepared, a variety of solid with 
controlled porosity[84]. 
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4. Results and Discussions 
 

In this chapter we expose and discuss the obtained results. Early results have been published, 
we include the corresponding articles. Other studies, with both quantitative and qualitative 
results, have been done recently but the results have not yet been published so we include the 
data and analysis in the present form. 

 

4.1 Published articles 

4.1.1 Relevant Aspects of published articles. 
 

• Self-Assembly of Surfactants 
 

I. On the self-assembly of a highly selective benzothiazole-based TIM inhibitor in 
aqueous solution. 
 
Benzothiazole derivates are selective and high affinity inhibitors of different 
triosephosphate isomerases (TIM) including Tripanozome cruzi (Tc) and Tripanosome 
brucei (Tb) TIMs from Trypanosoma cruzi (TcTIM), the parasite that causes Chagas 
disease that affects 18 million people in American Continent. Effective treatments for 
trypanosomiasis are still challenge with one of the benzothiazole derivate, 3-(2-
Benzothiazolylthio)-propanesulfonic acid (BTS). It has been shown that premature 
aggregation of amphiphilic molecules below the corresponding critical aggregation 
concentration induced by presence of macromolecules is possible. These findings, 
together with our own interest in drug self-assembly, drug-protein interaction and 
even TcTIM (the actual target of BTS), encouraged us to perform this comprehensive 
study of BTS self-assembly as a function of its concentration, temperature and also salt 
concentration. 
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II. Hydrogenated/fluorinated catanionic surfactants as potential templates for 

nanostructure design. 
 

Catanionic surfactants are chemical species consisting of an amphiphilic anionic 
and an amphiphilic cationic molecule. Mixtures of heterogeneous molecules 
which self-assemble in aqueous solution represent an interesting alternative 
for the design of nanoparticles due to its higher flexibility when compared to 
systems based on homogeneous molecules.  
A combined experimental/computational study involving density, sound 
velocity, and dynamic light scattering measurements, together with 
transmission and scanning electron, as well as confocal laser microscopy 
images, and molecular dynamics simulations of equimolar mixtures of these 
two surfactants at several concentrations and at room temperature was 
performed for this aim. 
 

III. Self Assembly drugs: A new therapeutic strategy. 

Here we define a new strategy namely “self assembled drugs” as a self assembled 
structure (spherical or worm-like micelles, vesicles or liquid crystals) that is formed 
uniquely by drugs that combined assemble in such structures. All the individual 
compounds should display a therapeutic effect by themselves and resulting self-
assembled structure display at the same time the role of support vector. Many drugs 
display amphiphilic properties thus they can be combined with hydrotropic drugs to 
form different kind of self-assembled structure, “self-assembled drugs”. By 
combination of hexadecyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) and dicloxacillin (DC) 
resulting in the formation of worm-like micelles. Both drugs display well known 
therapeutic activity. The experimental techniques and theoretical background are now 
well established making them easy to characterize under different conditions. In this 
case we investigated this system using density and sound velocity, dynamic light 
scattering and cryo-electron microscopy (Cryo-TEM) and UV. 

We expect our work to encourage the scientific community to investigate new self-
assebled drugs and their advantages over more conventional strategies in drug 
delivery. 
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• Protein-Ligand Interactions 
 

IV. Assessment of Interaction between four proteins and benzothiazole derivates by DSC 
and CD. 
 
The interaction of small molecules with macromolecules of biological systems and with 
specific receptors sites on supramolecular organizations is one of the most extensively 
studied phenomena in biophysical research. Benzothiazoles have been reported to 
possess potent anticancer properties due to their structural similarity with naturally 
occurring purines as they can easily interact with biomolecules of the living systems.  
The interaction of this drug with different proteins is attractive due to possible 
conformational changes or unfolding transitions induced by BTS. In order to 
understand the thermal stability of the lysozyme, ovalbumin, myoglobin and 
fibrinogen and the effect of BTS concentration we have carried out differential 
scanning calorimetric studies. Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy has been also 
employed to determine the effect of BTS on the secondary structure content. 
Measurements by DSC have yielded information regarding transition temperature (Tm), 
calorimetric enthalpy (∆H), van’t Hoff enthalpy (∆HV). 
 

V. Mechanism of fibrinogen-acebutolol interactions: Insights from DSC, CD and LS. 
 
Many pharmacologically active compounds are amphiphilic molecules and many of 
these drugs exhibit the same behavior as traditional surfactants, i.e., they tend to self-
associate to form micelles usually with a small aggregation number. This phenomenon  
is very important for their application, particularly for their effects upon membrans or 
pharmaceutical formulations. Previously have been investigated the complexation of 
different proteins with amphiphilic ligands (surfactants, lipids and drugs) using 
physicochemical methods. From these results is possible to obtain a thermodynamic 
picture of the nature of the protein-amphiphilic interaction. A very important 
prescribed drug for hypertension treatment is acebutolol, a beta-selective betablocker 
that exhibits, as many b-adrenoceptor blocking agents, a range of pharmacological 
effects which arise as a result of modification of the cell membrane. One of the routes 
of administration of acebutolol is intravenous, where immediately delivered to the 
bloodstream to interact with plasma proteins as fibrinogen (who major function is to 
form fibrin clots). In this paper was investigated the nature of the interactions of 
acebutolol with fibrinogen using differential scanning calorimetry, dynamic light 
scattering and circular dichroism. 
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VI. Surface Characterization and AFM imaging of mixed fibrinogen-surfactant films. 
 
Is well known that the behavior of proteins at interfaces is important to numerous 
phenomena in biology and biochemistry where adsorption occurs onto biomaterial 
surfaces. Due to the strong amphipatic nature of proteins, they tend to adsorb at the 
fluid interfaces, lowering the interfacial tension. In addition also is well known that 
many small amphiphilic molecules bind strongly to proteins to form protein-surfactant 
complexes and as a consequent can stabilize the interface through different 
mechanism. 
Hydrogenated and fluorinated surfactants can act as stabilizer at low surfactant 
concentration or as a denaturant of proteins at high surfactant concentration. Details 
of the specific interactions occurring between proteins and fluorinated surfactants are 
still unknown. Fibrinogen is considered to be a major inhibitor of lung surfactants’ 
function at the lining layer of alveoli, and also one of the most relevant protein that 
adsorb onto biomaterial surface. This article study the adsorption behavior of 
fibrinogen in presence of hydrogenated and fluorinated surfactant at the air-water 
interface using surface techniques including surface tension, surface dilatational 
rheology, and atomic force microscopy (AFM).  
 

VII. Investigating the effect of an arterial hypertension drug on the structural properties 
of plasma protein. 
 
Protein-drugs molecule interactions have been extensively studied by a variety of 
experimental methods. Because of their peculiar self-assembly behavior, their 
properties have evolved from being of a purely scientific interest to become a key 
concept in nano and biotechnological applications, such as drug delivery, sensors, and 
catalysts.  
Propranolol is a β-adrenergic blocking agent. It is the most prescribed drug in treating 
hypertension; it is also applied to manage chronic stable angina. Previous studies on β 
-adrenoceptor blocking agents have shown that their pharmacological effects arise as 
a result of modification of the cell membrane. Due to the importance of fibrinogen in a 
several function of the body we have investigated the effect of propranolol with this 
plasma protein using different experimental techniques such as differential scanning 
calorimeter (DSC), dynamic light scattering (DLS), circular dichroism (CD), surface 
tension and atomic force microscopy (AFM). Such characterization may provide crucial 
information towards the design of drugs with optimal performance. 
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VIII. Fibrinogen stability under surfactants interactions. 
 

Contemporary studies have been centered on the use of fibrinogen for nonviral vector 
delivery, scaffolds, and biocompatibility studies. Despite the very interesting 
applications of this protein, its interaction with small molecules as surfactants has not 
been exploited yet. We have focused our research on the stability, possible 
conformational changes and interactions between fibrinogen and 
hydrogenate/fluorinated surfactants with a view of better understanding the 
mechanism that are responsible for the adsorption of amphiphile molecules to 
biopolymers.  
These surfactants allow us to compare the differences between hydrocarbon and 
fluorocarbon surfactants with the same chain alkyl chain with those where the 
hydrocarbon chain is 1.5 times longer than the fluorocarbon chain. We made use of 
differential scanning calorimetry (to get insight into thermodynamic parameters), 
absorbance spectroscopy, and circular dichroism, as well as small-angle X-ray 
scattering (to have information on protein conformational changes). A proposal of this 
work could be of interest for applications in biomaterial science where devices should 
be created with improved hemocompatibility. 
 

• Hydrogels 
 

IX. Rheological properties of ovalbumin hydrogels as affected by surfactants addition. 
 
Hydrogels are three-dimensional networks of crosslinked hydrophilic polymers, which 
are able to retain considerable amounts of water. The ability to form a gel is an 
important function of proteins in food systems. Most food protein gels are formed by 
denaturation, aggregation, and gelation during heating process. The aggregation of 
globular proteins is regulated by many factors such as covalent bonding, electrostatic 
interactions, hydrogen bonding, hydrophobic interactions, and van der Waals forces. If 
external conditions are changed, the protein in solution may unfold and expose 
interior hydrophobic regions and sulfydryl groups to the solvent. The partially 
denaturated proteins can aggregate and, under appropriate conditions, produce a 
macroscopically continuous three-dimensional gel network that entraps and restricts 
the motion of the solvent. Nowadays, interaction of protein with surfactants has been 
is of great importance in the fields of industrial, specifically interactions of ovalbumin 
with surfactant has been a hotspot these days. Concerning the interest of the industry 
in ovalbumin hydrogels range from emulsifying activity (it is higher at acid pH) or drug 
delivery systems. 
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We have investigated the effect of sodium perfluorooctanote, sodium octanoate, and 
sodium dodecanoate, on the properties and structure of the ovalbumin gels with the 
purpose of analyze how the presence of fluorine atoms in the alkyl chain affects the 
gel structure. The physicochemical properties of these samples were evaluated by 
using rheological measurements that are easy to conduct, especially in high 
concentration range proteins. 
 

X. Mimicking Natural Fibrous Structures of Opals by Means of a Microemulsion-
Mediated Hydrothermal Method. 

 

The synthesis of new materials made of particles, rods and wires with dimensions in 
the nanoscale is among the most active areas of research in science due to the unique 
properties of these materials compared to conventional materials made from micron 
sized particles. Metal oxides including silica represent a large class of inorganic 
materials that find many scientific and technological applications. For example, silicon-
based nanomaterials are of the great interest because of their potential applications in 
constructing electronic and optoelectronic nanodevices.  

We have designed a simple and controllable route for the synthesis of opals-CT 
materials with unusual fibrous microstructures similar to those existed in the nature, 
using a bottom-up microemulsion droplet system as chemical microreactor. The 
microcrystalline structure of opals and consequently their optoelectronic properties 
are a result of a particular combination of all the relevant microemulsion parameter, 
hydrothermal treatment time, and calcinations temperature. 
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4.2 Articles preparing for publication. 
 

Fibrinogen Hydrogels for the directed synthesis of Stishovite nanostructures 

 

Fibrinogen Hydrogels 
 

Self-assembly of biomolecules is now emerging as a new route to produce novel materials and 
to complement other materials (e.i. ceramics, metals, alloys, synthetic polymers and other 
composite materials). Rapid developments in biotechnology have rekindled the field of 
materials science. Considerable advances have been made in the use of peptides and proteins 
as building blocks to produce a wide range of biological materials for diverse applications[85-
88]. 

Understanding the mechanical properties of protein gels is of great importance to deciphering 
basic biological functions and to developing new health care and food technologies. In the 
simplest definition, a gel is a material that is composed primarily of liquid, typically water, but 
exhibits solid-like mechanical properties. Important proteins that can form biological gels 
include fibrin, collagen, actin, vimentin, neurofilaments, microtubules and casein[89-93].  

The study of gelation dynamics and gel network structure of fibrinogen is of significance not 
only for the characterization and understandings of physicochemical properties of gels, but 
also physicochemically, such as hemostasis and thrombosis. Blood coagulation mechanism is 
constituted of a complex cascade accompanied by various factors, and this cascade amplifies 
and enhances an efficiency of the coagulation like an avalanche. The final stage of the cascade 
is the fibrin network formation induced by serine protease, thrombin. The effect of additives 
to the coagulation mechanism is quite important for the medical fields, and the action of 
heparin in antithrombosis is representative.  

Blood clots are highly extensible supramolecular protein polymers formed from well-
separated, relatively straight and stiff fibers ~200 nm in diameter. When stretched, the fiber 
network aligns in the direction of the applied strain and the individual fibers stretch, forcing 
the fibrin monomers that make up the fibers to extend. Ultimately, it is this molecular 
unfolding that allows clots to stretch so far. Thus, understanding fibrin clot mechanics requires 
knowledge of the mechanical response and the corresponding structural changes spanning 
from the centimeter scale to the nanometer scale[94]. 
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Fibrinogen (FB) is one of the most abundant plasma proteins in the human body that has 
received much attention because of its role in mediating clot formation, cellular and matrix 
interactions, fibrinolysis, and wound healing. The conformation of surface-bound FB has been 
shown to play an important role in platelet adhesion and thrombus formation. In addition, 
human plasma FB has some intrinsic characteristics such as self-assembly[95-96] promotion of 
cell adhesion, and dual roles in calcium phosphate formation[97], that make the FB molecule a 
potential building block for the preparation of advanced biomaterials. Recent light scattering 
investigation ascertained clearly that the formation of fibrin gel proceed in a stepwise manner: 
activation of fibrinogen to originate the fibrin monomers and half-staggered polymerization of 
fibrin monomers (protofibril formation) in the first step, and a side-by-side association of 
protofibril (fiber growth) resulting the gel formation in the succeeding step[98-99].  
 
The interaction between αC domain is the critical step in the fibrin gel formation. In fact, it has 
been reported that the fragment of the αC domain functions to inhibit (delay) the lateral 
aggregation by interfering the αC domains dissociated from the E domain. Furthermore, the 
NMR study on bovine fibrinogen showed that there is a structured region restricted by S-S 
bond in the αC fragment and αC domain is intrinsically unstable. Although it has been 
expected that the αC domain participates essentially in the process of lateral aggregation, the 
detailed interacting mechanism has not been clarified yet. 

Several experimental parameters, such as concentration, pH value, and ionic strength, strongly 
affected the formation of FB fibrils as fibril networks, specifically under low pH conditions[100-
101]. Mališauskas et al. reported that the charge state of the protein affects its self assembly 
into filamentous structures[104], and Arnaudov et al. suggested that the protein fibrils will 
form when the protein solution exists in an acidic environment with a pH that is far from the 
protein isoelectric point (IP)[105]. Results have lead to understanding of possible mechanisms 
for the pH-mediated self-assembly of FB molecules and the formation of FB fibrils and fibril 
networks in the absence of thrombin and has been provide feasible strategy that mat enable 
the design and fabrication of new functional biomaterials based on self-assembled protein 
fibrils and the formation of fibrinogen gels[102]. The change in the pH value induced the self-
assembly of FB molecules and the subsequence formation of FB fibrils to form a three 
dimensional network (Fig. 4.1). 
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Figure 4.1: SEM images of fibrinogen gel formed at pH 3. 
 

 
Fibrinogen has been shown to have three dependent thermal transitions when analyzed by 
differential scanning calorimeter[103-104]. The initial melting peak is located at 52.85 ºC and 
93.97 ºC have been attributed to the denaturation of the end D and central E fragments of 
fibrinogen, respectively[105-106]. On the other hand, the peak at 76.62 ºC has been related to 
the denaturation of the C-terminal of the Aα chains.[103] Thus, loss of solubility and turbidity 
increase observed in a study appeared to correlate well with the first thermal transition seen 
in calorimetry studies that is related to the formation of fibrinogen gels[107].  
Ferry[107] proposed a two-step mechanism for gelation of denatured proteins. The initial 
phase being the conversion of native protein to the denatured state, and the second phase 
being the orientation of denatured protein into a gel network. Hermansson[108] further 
defined denatured 
protein aggregation as “coagulation” when the interaction is random, and “gel forming” when 
there is order in the aggregation. The main factor driving the denatured protein to coagulation 
or gel formation is the rate of association, with slower rates favoring gel formation.  
 
Materials and Methods 
Materials. Bovine plasma fibrinogen, fraction I, type IV, was purchased from Sigma and used 
without purification. For the preparation of fibrinogen hydrogels protein solutions of different  
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concentrations, ranging from 10×10-3 to 40×10-3 g l-1, were incubated in a water bath at 37 ºC 
for 30 min. After that, the fibrinogen solutions were adjusted to pH 3 by addition of HCl 0.1 M. 
The solutions were incubated in a water bath at 37 ºC or 70 ºC for 2 hours. All chemical 
reagents were of analytical grade, and solutions were made using doubly distilled and 
degassed water. 
Synthesis mesoporous silica materials. 0.2 g of fibrinogen was dissolved in 20 g of destilled 
water and then 3.067 g of sodium silicate was added at room temperature with magnetic 
stirring, giving a clear solution. To this reaction mixture, 6.1349 g of c-HCl was quickly added 
with vigorous magnetic stirring. The resulting gel mixture was stirred for 1 day at room 
temperature and subsequently heated for 1 day at 373 K in qan oven to increase the degree of 
silanol group condensation. The solid product was filtered off and dried at 373 K. The product 
was calcined in air under static conditions at 823 K. 
Conductivity. Conductivities were measured using a Kyoto Electronics conductometer model 
CM-117 with a K-121 cell type. The cell constant was determined using KCl solutions following 
the procedure suggested by Monk. All measurements were performed in a Polyscience model 
PS9105 thermostatted water bath. The protein was dissolved in water, the pH was adjusted to 
pH 3.0 with HCl 0.1 M, and the protein for pH 8.0 was dissolved in buffer Glycine-NaOH 50mM. 
The proteins solutions were heated at a linear rate of 24 ºC/h.  
Rheology. Rheological experiments were performed on a Bohlin CS-10 stress-controlled 
rheometer. A Couette geometry with a cup of 27.5 mm diameter and a bob type Mooney cell 
was used. The cell was heated by a reservoir of fluid circulating from a Julabo thermostated 
bath. The sample was equilibrated for at least 20 min prior to each experiment. Both steady 
and dynamic rheological experiments were performed at each temperature. Dynamic 
frequency sweep measurements were performed in the linear viscoelastic regime of the 
samples, as determined previously by dynamic stress sweep measurements. For the steady-
shear experiments, an equilibration time of 90 s was given at each shear stress. 
Field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). Field emission scanning electron 
microscopy (FE-SEM) was performed using a FESEM UTLTA PLUS. This instrument operates in 
high vacuum, which added to its field lighting system, its detectors and its unique system of 
load balancing, enabling work to levels high resolution and low voltage in samples without 
shading. Resolution: 0.8 nm at 30 kV; accelerating voltage: 0.02V-30kV, continuously adjusted 
in steps of 10 volts; magnification range 12-1000000x; sizes of openings: 7.5 µm,10µm, 20µm, 
30µm, 60µm and 120µm. Local compensation of charge, by injecting nitrogen gas. 
X-ray powder diffraction. Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) data were collected with a Philips PW 
1710 diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation (λ = 1.5418Ǻ) and Graphite monochromator 
operated at 45 kV; 30 mA and 25ºC.  
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Results and Discussion 
 
It was previously reported that temperature, denaturants, ionic strength, concentration and 
pH are important for the aggregation and self assembly of proteins. Consequently, we have 
considered the effect of some of these factors on the conformation change of fibrinogen 
molecules and their self assembly. Fig. 4.2 shows the influence of temperature, pH and 
fibrinogen concentration on the ionic conductivity of the hydrogels. The fibrinogen series 
hydrogels show a good electrical conductivity. It was found that, both increasing the pH, as 
well as increasing the concentration of fibrinogen in the hydrogel led to a significant increase 
in the ionic conductivity of the formulation. In the case of hydrogels at pH 3.0, with the same 
protein content, there are no significant differences in conductivities through the temperature 
range. However, in the case of pH 8.0 a significant enhancement in the ionic conductivity of 
the hydrogel can be observed with increasing temperature, mainly at lower temperatures. 

 

  
Figure 4.2: Plots of electrical conductivity of fibrinogen hydrogels against temperature and 

concentration at pH 3.0 (left) and pH 8.0 (right). 

 

Protein solutions at pH 3.0 was used to form hydrogels due to pH 8.0 the protein coagulates 
and is not possible to obtain rheological results. 

The conductivity of fibrinogen suspensions vary with de temperature and with the amount of 
the protein, as represent in Fig.1. We can observe the gelation curves at different pH (pH 3.0 
and pH 8.0). At low protein concentration (10g/L) the gel formation begin at 30ºC, at higher 
protein concentration (50g/L) begin around 40ºC, due to a great change in the slope.  
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Figure 4.2 shows elastic modulus (G’) obtained in oscillatory strain deformation sweeps 
measures as a function of fibrinogen concentration (C). Experiments were made at a frequency 
(ω) of 10 rad/s and at a temperature of 25ºC, for gels obtained at 37ºC (a) and at 70 ºC (b). 
These experiments were performed in order to measure the linear viscoelastic region (LVR). 
The LVR is the deformation range where G’ is independent of deformation (%γ)[109]. 
Breakdown of hydrogel structure, denoted by a rapid decline of G’ marked the end of the LVR 
at the critical strain deformation.  
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Figure 4.2. Strain sweeps made at 10 rad/s and 25 ºC as a function of fibrinogen concentration (g/L): (□), 
10; (○), 15; (△), 20; (), 25; (◇), 30 and (✩), 40. Synthesized at (a) 37 ºC and (b) 70ºC. 

 

For hydrogels samples obtained at 37ºC (Fig. 4.2.a), it is evident that the LVR is fibrinogen 
concentration dependent. For concentrations between 10 and 15 g/L, the linear viscoelastic 
region spans up to deformations around 0.1%. When the fibrinogen concentration is  
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increased, the strain-independent region goes at higher deformation values (1%). This 
augments in the LVR is due the increasing in the cross-linking density of the hydrogel samples. 
G’’ developed similar tendency than that exhibited by elastic modulus (not shown), but G’ 
values becomes considerably greater in magnitude than G’’ values, with increasing 
concentration consequently the gel strength is dependent of the protein concentration, 
accordingly the cross-linking density. On the other hand, hydrogels obtained at 70ºC (Fig. 
4.2.b), exhibited a similar behavior than that depicted by samples obtained at 37ºC. However, 
the strain-dependence region spans up to deformations up to around 0.1% for all the 
concentrations studied. This means that the hydrogels obtained at 37ºC are more deformation-
resistant than those obtained at 70ºC. 

Figure 4.3, a and b, depicts the elastic and viscous moduli obtained in frequency sweeps 
experiments for different concentrations at a deformation of 0.025% and at 25ºC synthesized 
at 37 and 70ºC respectively. For sample with concentration of 10 g/L obtained at 37ºC (Fig. 
4.3a), both G’ and G” are almost independent with frequency.  This behavior is similar to that 
observed in weak-gels of lamellar liquid crystals formed by anionic surfactants in water e.g., 
didodecyldimethylammonium bromide (DDAB) and aerosol OT (AOT) [110, 111]. At higher 
concentrations (Fig.4.3a), samples exhibited a gel-like behavior since both, the G’ and G” 
moduli are frequency independent. It is evident in this figure that, the dynamic moduli values 
increase as the concentration augments, but G’ values become greater in magnitude than that 
G’’ values. The G’ increasing causes that the gel strength enhancing stronger and harder due 
the relative increasing of G’/G”. This may be due the augment in the cross-linking density with 
protein concentration augments. On the other hand, samples made at 70ºC (Fig. 4.3.b) are 
almost frequency independent in all fibrinogen concentration studied. This means that for 
protein concentrations higher than 10 g/L, hydrogels made at temperature of 70ºC are weaker 
than that obtained at 37ºC.  
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Figure 4.3. Elastic G’ (closed symbols) and loss G” (open symbols) moduli as a function of frequency for 
different fibrinogen concentrations (g/L): (□), 10; (○), 15; (△), 20; (), 25; (◇), 30 and (✩), 40. 

Synthesized at (a) 37ºC and (b) 70 ºC. Experiments were performed at a deformation of 0.02% and 25 ºC. 

 

The log-log plot variation of elastic modulus as a function of fibrinogen concentration and the 
preparation temperature is shown in Figure 4.4.a for 37 (squares) and 70ºC (circles). Data were 
obtained at ω = 10 rad/s, at deformation value of 0.025% and at 25ºC from the frequency 
sweeps experiments. It is seen in this figure that hydrogels prepared at 37ºC show G’ larger 
values than that prepared at 70ºC, since samples prepared at 37ºC are more cross-linked than 
that prepared at 70ºC. In the other hand for both data sets, the slopes are almost the same, m 
~ 3.5. Clark et al.[112], reported a power law relation between G’ and concentration of protein 
and polysaccharide gels according to C2 at high C/C0 ratios, where C0 is the critical 
concentration, below this concentration macroscopic gel are not formed.  
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Figure 4.4. Temperature dependence of elastic modulus G’ for samples made at 37 ºC (a) and 70 ºC (b) 
for different fibrinogen concentrations (g/L): (□), 10; (△), 20; (), 25; (◇), 30; (), 35 and (✩), 40. 

Experiments were performed at a deformation of 0.025% and at ω = 10 rad/s. 

 

They reported that higher power law dependence is usually found in others gelling 
biopolymers for C/C0 values lower than 10. A model for density cross-linked actin proteins and 
entangled solutions was proposed by MacKintosh et al. [113]. They showed that for an 
entangled solution the elastic modulus scaled with concentration as 

 

  𝐺 ʹ ∝ 𝐶𝐴 (4.1) 
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 with A = 2.2. Similar power law exponents value were reported for hydrogels based on 
F-actin [113], oligopeptide [114]. The slope of 3.5 obtained for our system is higher than that 
predicted by equation X but lower than that reported for hydrogel based on oligomeric 
electrolyte [115]. In figure 4.43.b, log-log plot of  variation of tan δ (G”/G’) values with 
fibrinogen concentration and the preparation temperature at 37 (squares) and 70ºC (circles), is 
shown in Figure 4.4.a. For both samples prepared at 37 and 70ºC, tan δ values decrease as 
protein concentration increase, this diminishing indicates that hydrogel strength becoming 
harder. The slope value for samples prepared at 37ºC is smaller than that for samples prepared 
at 70ºC. This means that for concentrations higher than 10 g/L, the rigidity of 70ºC samples 
becomes greater in magnitude than that for samples synthesed at 37ºC with concentration 
augment. 
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Fibrinogen Sorption Kinetic on SiO2 Nanofibers  

1. Introduction  

The adsorption of proteins from solution onto solid surfaces has attracted much attention due 
to its scientific importance and applications. An area of considerable interest where interfacial 
interactions are exceedingly important is in biomedical applications of artificial devices. The 
adsorption of proteins from body fluids is the first biological response to the implantation of a 
biomaterial, and this process will guide the future cell adhesion. Materials used in medical 
devices perform differently depending on their chemistry of solid surface and especially on 
their morphology and topology. Nowadays, specifically designed implantable materials that 
are used or that being proposed have constituent grains or particles with rough topographies 
at micron scale yet smooth at the nanoscale. It was in 2001, owing to their outstanding 
adsorptive properties, when silica materials with high surface areas were proposed for the first 
time as drug delivery system. Since then, this research field has experienced a significant 
growth and much effort has been devoted to tailor their nanostructure and their textural 
properties. In addition, the discovery of bioactive behaviour added an extra value to SiO2 
sieves as excellent candidates to be used as starting materials for the manufacture of 3D-
scaffolds for tissue engineering.  

In a previous work, we have report the use of a reverse microemulsion system to control the 
morphology of SiO2 nanofibers during hydrothermal synthesis at 100ºC.  Here, we have 
evaluate the interaction of the third most abundant blood plasma protein, fibrinogen (FB), on 
the synthesized SiO2 nanofibers in simulated biological conditions as a previous step to test the 
future use of such materials in the construction of  implantable units. The adsorption process 
of FB on solid surfaces has been extensively studied during the last decade. The interest in this 
protein originates from its special importance in blood coagulation and it contacts with 
artificial surface of foreign materials.  Because of their complex chemical constitution, FB may 
adsorb by different mechanisms on different surfaces. Although it is well-known that 
physicochemical surface properties strongly affect the protein adsorption, such studies on 
chemically and morphologically well-characterized surfaces are scarce. We are interested in 
studying in detail the different FB-SiO2 adsorption dynamic regimes and the effect of pore and 
intraparticle diffusion rates at different FB concentration.  
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2. Experimental 

2.1 Materials  

Fibrinogen from bovine plasma (F8630) was obtained from Sigma (CAS Number: 9001-32-5). 
The properly amount of FB was dissolved in buffer phosphate to pH = 7.00, to approach 
physiological conditions. Phosphate was preferred than tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane  
buffer because it was confirmed the co-adsorption of the small organic molecule and it 
interference on the experiments. The fibrinogen solution was prepared, stored at -20ºC and 
diluted as required. Before the beginning of an experiment FB solutions were stored at room 
temperature for a maximum of 1 h. 
 
The SiO2 nanofibers were synthesized by a microemulsion templated route following a 
previous descript procedure. Two different materials were prepared: M1 and M2 in which 
water/AOT/n-hexane and water/AOT/cicloxane microemulsions were used as a template. 
 
2.2 Protein Adsorption 
 
Adsorption experiment (in darkness to avoid protein photodegradation) were carried out in 
situ in an UV-vis-NIR scanning spectrophotometer (Beckman, model DU 640) provided with a 
thermostatic bath. For this 20 mg of adsorbent were contacting with 3mL of FB buffer solution 
of different concentrations at 37ºC. The supernatant concentration before and after 
adsorption was analyzed at λ = 280 nm following the emission of Tryptophan group. A mass 
balance was applied to calculate the protein adsorbed on SiO2 fibrils. 
 
2.3 Characterization 
 
To evaluate the morphology of the materials before and after protein adsorption field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) was performed using a FE-SEM ULTRA PLUS 
microscope. This instrument operates in high vacuum, 0.8 nm at 30 kV resolution; accelerating 
voltage of 0.02V-30kV, continuously adjusted in steps of 10 volts; magnification range 12-
1000000x; sizes of openings: 7.5 µm,10µm, 20µm, 30µm, 60µm and 120µm. Local 
compensation of charge, by injecting nitrogen gas. 
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3. Results and discussion 

3.1 Protein adsorption 

The adsorption of proteins occurs at different types of interfaces, and the initial layers of 
proteins adsorbed significantly affect the process occurring at these interfaces. In order to 
determine the mechanism of FB adsorption, experimental data were fitted to Langmuir, 
Freundlich and Sips equations. The mathematical expressions are given by eqs (2-4), 
respectively as follows: 
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The equilibrium adsorption capacity, qe (mg mg-1) was calculated with the equation: 
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 where C0 is the initial concentration (mg dm-3), Ce the residual concentration at 
equilibrium (mg dm-3), V the solution volume (dm-3) and m is the adsorbent mass (mg). qm (mg 
mg-1), is the maximum amount of sorbate per unit weight of adsorbent to form a complete 
monolayer on the surface bound at high Ce, and KL (L mg-1) is Langmuir constant related to the 
affinity of the binding sites. KF and n are Freundlich´s constants related to adsorption capacity 
and the heterogeneity factor, respectively. qs, bs and 1/n are Sips maximum adsorption 
capacity (mg mg-1), equilibrium constant related to adsorption capacity (mg L-1) and surface 
heterogeneity respectively. For a highly heterogeneous system, the deviation of 1/n value 
from unity will be higher. The Langmuir model is an ideal model for homogeneous monolayer 
adsorption while Freundlich isotherm is more flexible and assumes that the energy of 
adsorption decreases logarithmically as the fractional coverage increases. However, the  
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Freundlich isotherm does not tend to a limiting coverage as the concentration tends to infinity. 
Sips model is obtained by introducing a power law expression of the Freundlich model into the 
Langmuir model. At low sorbate concentrations it effectively reduces to a Freundlich isotherm, 
while at high sorbate concentration it predicts a monolayer adsorption capacity characteristic 
of the Langmuir isotherm.  

As it was expected FB adsorption behaviour on both materials was badly predicted by the 
individual Langmuir or Freundlich equations. The reason may be found in the irreversible 
nature of FB adsorption and more generally, macromolecular adsorption which is now a well-
established a heterogeneous phenomena. This complex phenomenon involves at least three 
different steps, namely: (i) transport of the molecules from the bulk to the surface by diffusion 
or diffusion/convection; (ii) adsorption, at a given rate, of dissolved macromolecules 
interacting with the solid surface; (iii) conformational / orientational changes of the molecule 
adsorbed on the surface, which may affect their structural, energetic and kinetic properties. 
This cannot be analyzed in a simple way.  
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  Figure 4.5: Isotermas de adsorción de Sips para FB sobre M1 y M2 

 

This surface heterogeneity of the adsorbed protein molecule may arise either due to the 
energetic heterogeneity of the surface sites, to heterogeneity of the molecule in the solution,  
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or to a combination of the above reasons. Rudzinski et al. indicate that the protein adsorption 
model is complicated by surface heterogeneity or energetic heterogeneity of the surface sites.  

If molecules of liquid mixtures may have similar cross-sectional areas (or homogeneity) on the 
solid surface, the sorption process can be analysed by Stieltjes transform. This equation was 
utilized earlier by Sips to describe the gaseous adsorption on actual heterogeneous solid 
surfaces and modified to solution adsorption by a simple transformation of variables. 

 

Protein kinetics 
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Figure 4.6: Avrami kinetic, FB on M2 
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Figure 4.7: Avrami kinetic, FB on M1 

 

Traditionally, the adsorption kinetics is described following the expressions originally given by 
Lagergren, which are special cases for the general Langmuir rate equation. A simple kinetic 
analysis of adsorption is the pseudo –first order equation in the form: 
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where k1,s is the pseudo-first-order rate constant and qe denote de amount of adsorption at 
equilibrium. Integrating equation (6) for the boundary conditions t=0 to t and qt =0 to qt gives: 
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In addition, a pseudo-second-order equation based on adsorption equilibrium capacity may be 
expressed in the form: 
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where k2,s is the pseudo-second-order rate constant. Integrating and applying the initial 
conditions, we have: 
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rearranged to obtain a linear form: 
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The fitting validity of these models is traditionally checked by the linear plots of ln (qe-qt) vs. t 
and t/qt vs. t respectively. The slope and Y-intersection of the straight line obtained provide 
the respective kinetic constant and the qe parameters. 

Despite the Lagergren kinetic equations has been used for the most adsorption kinetic works, 
determination of some specific kinetic parameters, as possible changes of the adsorption rates 
in function of the contact time and temperature represent still lacks and a change in the 
kinetic adsorption model. 

Experimental data were further treated with both above mentioned models; the obtained 
results indicated that those models do not agree with experimental values. In this way, an 
alternative kinetic equation was used, Avrami kinetic equation: 
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where kav is the Avrami kinetic rate constant and n is the reaction order.  
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In order to quantitatively compare the applicability of the applied kinetic model, the 

normalized standard deviation (∆qt) were calculated as follows [117]: 
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 where qt,calc are the adsorption capacity calculated values from both the Lagergren and 
the Avrami models and a is the number of experimental points of the kinetic curve (Figures 4.6 
and 4.7).  

These figures show that fibrinogen adsorb much faster and more onto M2 than M1. These 
materials are quite similar; they were synthesized and characterized in our previous 
work[118].  

It has been concluded in previous results, that adsorption capacity is dependent on the pore 
size of the adsorbent relative to that of the protein, and a pore size slightly larger than the 
hydrodynamic radius is sufficient to obtain high capacity. In our case, the materials present an 
unusual fibrous microstructure with a surface morphology with a BET specific surface area of 
0.8 and 0.93 m2 g-1 for M1 and M2 respectively. These materials have not a large surface area 
compared to other materials because it is not porous, however interact strongly with the 
protein due to adsorb large quantities (qmon= 22.9 mgFB/mgM2 and 1.7 mgFB/mgM1). It is 
related to the shape of the material. 

It is important to note that the interaction between proteins and biological materials is one of 
the top priorities in the design and synthesis of orthopedic and dental biomaterials, due to 
simulate properties of bone in synthetic implant formulations. Specifically, bone is a 
bioceramic composite that has long held the attention of the materials engineer who seeks to 
duplicate its enviable mechanical properties, in which both high strength and fracture 
toughness can be achieved due to the unique architecture of this organic-inorganic composite. 
Its most basic level of organization is constituted by nanostructured array of hydroxyapatite 
(HA) crystals embedded within the collagen matrix. This level of structure is created by 
intrafibrillar mineralization of collagen, and it is the intimate relationship between the self-
assembled fibrillar collagen matrix and the uniaxially oriented, nanometer sized, platy HA 
crystals, that provides bone with its remarkable mechanical properties and remodeling 
capabilities. From materials science perspective, the interpenetrating nature of the organic-
inorganic phases makes it difficult to classify bone as one specific type of composite. For  
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example, the high degree of loading of mineral phase which encases the collagen fibrils 
suggests that bone is a fiber-reinforced ceramic-matrix composite. It is the nanostructured 
architecture that is the essence of bone, both in terms of mechanical properties and 
bioresorbability[119]. 

The synthetic material applied to bone tissue reconstruction should not only have the right 
dimensions but also its appearance is a key in order to optimize the response of bone cells. 
Sufficient bonding between an orthopedic/dental implant and juxtaposed bone is necessary to 
minimize motion-induced damage to surrounding tissue in situ, to support physiological 
loading conditions, and to ensure overall implant efficacy. Carbon fibers with conventional 
dimensions in the micron scale have long been considered for hard and soft tissue implants 
due to exceptional mechanical properties[120]. For example, an in vivo study showed 
successful integration of interconnecting collagen fibrils parallel to carbon fibers implanted 
into the calcaneous tendon of rabbit after 4 weeks. In contrast, severe granulomatous foreign-
body reactions were observed around carbon fibers implanted into the right knee of patients 
after 6 months[121-122]. For this reasons, it is clear that conventional carbon formulations 
may not be the optimal implant material. Carbon nanotubes and nanofibers have several 
properties that suggest these materials may be of value in the development of novel devices 
for bone reconstruction. Since they are organic particles, issues related to metal ions released 
from implants will not arise. The aspect ratio and physical shape of these fibers mimic the 
crystalline hydroxyapatite structures of natural bone. In previous results was observed that 
carbon nanofibers increased functions of osteoblasts with decreased carbon fibers dimensions, 
concluding that represent a class of material formulations that promise enhanced bonding of 
orthopedic implants[123-124]. Thus, osteoblasts have a favourable response on substrates 
made from fibrous ceramic nanophase.  

In this work we can conclude that the protein adsorbed onto these nanofibrils will be suitable 
for the fabrication of scaffolds for a range of novel applications for cell growth, tissue 
engineering, and regenerative medicine. 
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5. Chapter 5: Concluding Remarks 
 

The conclusions obtained in this thesis are summarized as follow: 
 

• The association process of BTS seems to be an entropically driven. The size of the self-
associated nanoparticles was estimated about 2.5-3.0 nms with aggregation number of 
∼30 molecules. It has been proposed that a BTS arrangement result with the aromatic 
rings toward the core of the structure. The aggregation process could be explained by 
the intramicellar repulsion, in presence of salt, due to the shield of the ionic 
interactions, and also can be explained by the presence of steric interactions.  
 

• Catanionic surfactants PFO/CTA in absence of counterions present a synergistic 
micellization due to the dual lipophobic/hydrophobic character of perfluorinated 
chains, allowing the formation of a variety of structures. Experimental and 
computational molecular dynamic simulations indicate that a variety of structures of 
different sizes coexist in solution with vesicles of ∼160nm diameter, self-assembling 
from a random distribution of monomers. 
 

• The combination of drugs can form different kind of self-assembled structures. The 
combination of dicloxacillin and CTAB result in the formation of worm-like micelles, 
where It has been characterized proposing a new strategy to optimize conventional 
strategies in drug delivery. 
 

• The effect of BTS on mioglobin, fibrinogen, ovalbumin and lysozyme promotes 
conformational changes in the proteins structures. BTS acts as a structure stabilizer at 
low concentration meanwhile it acts as a desestabilizer at higher concentrations in all 
the proteins studied, affecting mainly to mioglobin, the protein with the highest α-
helical secondary structure. 
 

• The interactions between fibrinogen and amphiphile betablockers modify the cluster 
formation of fibrinogen molecules, and results in changes in the secondary structure 
content. Acebutolol and propranolol, can act as structure stabilizer and desestabilizer 
at low and higher molar concentrations respectively. In absence of additives fibrinogen 
form dimmers, nevertheless the addition of small amounts of acebutolol results in 
aggregation of the dimmers to tetramers, increasing acebutolol concentrations 
tetramers dissociate to dimmers. However, complexation between fibrinogen and  
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• propranolol change the conformation of the protein leading to a more compact 
structure at the interface. 
 

• The complexation between fibrinogen and hydrogenated/fluorinated surfactants 
results in a decrease of a-helix content. Depending on the hydrophobicity of the 
surfactant the configuration of the protein changes. In the bulk C8HONa did not 
promotes any significant change in fibrinogen, C8FONa monomer interact without 
promoting dissociation, nevertheless C12HONa interacts with fibrinogen forming a 
complex promoting the surfactant self-assembling at hydrophobic moieties. The 
behavior of fibrinogen with these surfactants at the air/water interface suggests 
complex formation. Specifically fluorinated surfactants cause a strong cooperativity or 
synergistic effect, however fibrinogen/hydrogenated mixtures no clusters formation is 
seen. 
 

• Regarding on the aggregation and self-assembly of proteins, the strength of the 
ovalbumin gel increase with increasing surfactant concentration. Unfolded ovalbumin 
molecules tend to form a fibrillar structure of the gel and a fractal dimension 
dependent of the surfactant network at high concentrations. The different nature of 
the fluorinated surfactant provokes a disruption of the gel network at high 
concentrations. 
 

• Formation of fibrinogen hydrogels depends on the pH value. Change in the pH induced 
the self-assembly of FB molecules and the subsequence formation of FB fibrils to form 
a three dimensional network. The cross-linking density of the hydrogel samples 
depends on protein concentration.  
 

• The microcrystalline structure of opals and consequently their optoelectronic 
properties are a result of particular combination of all relevant microemulsion 
parameter, hydrothermal treatment time, and calcinations temperature. These 
materials present a fibrous microstructure but permit to adsorb large quantities of 
protein concluding that the protein adsorbed onto these nanofibrils will be suitable for 
the fabrication of scaffolds for a range of novel applications for cell growth, tissue 
engineering and regenerative medicine. 
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• These fibrous microstructures have not a large surface area compared to other 
materials because it is not porous, however interact strongly with the protein due to 
adsorb large quantities (qmon= 22.9 mgFB/mgM2 and 1.7 mgFB/mgM1). It is related to 
the shape of the material. For fibrinogen concentrations higher than 10 g/L, the rigidity 
of 70ºC samples becomes greater in magnitude than that for samples synthesized at 
37ºC with concentration augment. 
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6. Resumen 
 

Las diferentes aplicaciones y usos de las proteínas han crecido durante los últimos 50 años de 
forma continua. Sin embargo, en los últimos años hemos sido testigos de una irrefrenable 
aparición de aplicaciones más vanguardistas: materiales biomiméticos, ingeniería para tejidos, 
liberación de fármacos, bioelectrónica o modelos para nanopartículas. En este sentido, las 
interacciones entre moléculas pequeñas en solución de proteínas afectan su respectiva 
función bilógica y determina la estabilidad de las soluciones con respecto a la agregación, 
licuefacción, y otras transformaciones de fases. Además, la agregación de proteínas, formación 
de cristales, plegamiento o desnaturalización, están definidas en gran parte por las fuerzas que 
actúan sobre las moléculas. 

Las proteínas juegan un rol fundamental en la estructura y función de las células biológicas y 
organismos. Están organizadas estructuralmente por la unión de diferentes aminoácidos que 
poseen grupos ya sea hidrofílicos o hidrofóbicos, por esta razón, las proteínas están 
consideradas como surfactantes macromoleculares debido a esta propiedad anfotérica que 
poseen.  

Las proteínas están compuestas de cuatro niveles estructurales, estructura primaria, 
secundaria, terciaria y cuaternaria. La estructura primaria está basada en la unión de cientos 
de L-α-aminoácidos de diferente tipo (grupos polares y no-polares) a través de enlaces 
peptídicos formando cadenas lineales o ramificadas, y formando entre ellas enlaces covalentes 
inter-cadena a través de puentes disulfuro. Su estructura variará enormemente dependiendo 
de la secuencia de residuos de aminoácidos presentes en la cadena, clasificándolas en 
proteínas globulares, fibrosas o desordenadas. La estructura secundaria se genera a través de 
un arreglo específico de los enlaces polipeptídicos, es decir, a través del efecto estérico que 
exista entre los residuos que se encuentran uno cercano al otro. Las dos formas principales de 
estructura secundaria que existen son hélice α y hoja plegada β. La estructura hélice a se 
genera por la formación de un enlace de hidrogeno entre el oxigeno del residuo del péptido 
con el nitrógeno del otro residuo. En el caso de la hoja plegada β se forma por un estiramiento 
de la cadena principal adoptando esta configuración llamada hojas β. En esta estructura las 
cadenas laterales de los aminoácidos se sitúan de forma alternante a la derecha y a la 
izquierda del esqueleto de la cadena polipeptídica. Las estructuras β de distintas cadenas 

polipeptídicas o bien las estructuras β de distintas zonas de una misma cadena polipeptidica  
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pueden interaccionar entre sí mediante puentes de hidrógeno, dando lugar a estructuras 
laminares llamadas por su forma hojas plegadas u hojas β. 

La estructura secundaria posee unidades estructurales llamadas dominios, que están 
constituidas por el plegamiento de ciertos elementos de la proteína del cual se compone la 
estructura terciaria. Muchas proteínas están compuestas por varios dominios, el cual a 
menudo están conectados únicamente por un segmento de la cadena polipeptidica. La 
estructura terciaria está estabilizada por cuatro tipos de interacciones entre los grupos de las 
cadenas laterales de los residuos de aminoácidos: enlaces de hidrógeno, interacciones iónicas 
entre los grupos de carga opuesta, interacciones hidrofóbicas y puentes disulfuros. Los 
puentes disulfuros incrementan la estabilidad del estado nativo de la proteína reduciendo el 
número de conformaciones desnaturalizadas.  

Las proteínas contienen más de una cadena polipeptidica (subunidades) las cuales están 
catalogadas como parte de la estructura cuaternaria debido a su arreglo espacial. 

Una amplia gama de sistemas biológicos de importancia industrial, farmacéutica, 
cosmetológica, etc. están  contenidos por mezclas de proteínas y surfactantes de bajo peso 
molecular. Las proteínas en solución contiene una mezcla de diferentes tipos de grupos 
químicos no-polares, polares, y cargados eléctricamente, por esta razón no es sorprendente 
que estas pequeñas moléculas anfifílicas de bajo peso molecular puedan interactuar 
fuertemente con proteínas. 

La asociación de moléculas de surfactante para la posterior formación de micelas y vesículas, 
como vimos anteriormente, está impulsada por una fuerza que permite la reducción del área 
de contacto hidrocarbonos-agua de la cadena alquílica del tensioactivo y, de esta misma 
manera, será favorecida la asociación de la cadena alquílica del surfactante con la parte 
hidrofóbica de la molécula de proteína, mientras que las cabezas cargadas de surfactantes 
iónicos tenderán a interactuar de forma atractiva con los grupos de carga opuesta que 
contiene la proteína. Cuando una proteína se encuentra en su estado nativo, posee un arreglo 
tridimensional que la caracteriza, sin embargo, ene l momento que las condiciones del medio 
son cambiadas, ya sea variación de la temperatura, pH o la adición de ciertos surfactantes, 
puede provocar la desnaturalización de tal proteína. 

Tanto proteínas como surfactantes poseen la cualidad de adsorber en un extenso rango de 
superficies, ya sean hidrofílicas o hidrofóbicas, y la mezcla de ambos provocará una adsorción 
competitiva entre ambas especies que dependerá de la naturaleza y la fuerza de interacción 
entre proteína-surfactante. En el seno de la solución la mezcla (proteína-surfactante) reduce la 
cantidad de surfactante libre para competir con la proteína en la interface, además cabe  
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destacar que la carga neta o la hidrofobicidad macromolecular total se puede ver afectada 
debido a esta unión proteína-surfactante. 

Las interacciones entre surfactantes y proteínas poseen una amplia importancia como 
estabilizadores funcionales en sistemas naturales tales como: procesadores de alimentos 
(usados para estabilizar emulsiones) en farmacia, también como estabilizadores para partículas 
orgánicas en pinturas o películas fotográficas. Cabe destacar  que las moléculas de proteínas 
cumplen únicamente su función biológica cuando se pliegan para formar estructuras 
tridimensionales particulares. El conocimiento de esta estructura tridimensional provee por lo 
tanto la mayoría de los detalles de punto de partida para poder entender como las proteínas 
trabajan. El enlace proteína-surfactante es predominantemente electrostático, el grupo 
principal de los surfactantes enlazan a los grupos de carga opuesta de las proteínas. Por 
ejemplo, un cambio en el pH causa un cambio en la carga neta de la proteína y 
consecuentemente en el proceso del enlace. 

Un modelo general explica como surfactantes aniónicos interactúan con proteínas globulares. 
El modelo se compone de tres etapas: enlaces específicos, enlaces no cooperativos y 
cooperativos. En la primera etapa el surfactante enlaza con un sitio específico sobre la 
superficie de la proteína. Se forman enlaces iónicos entre los grupos cargados de los 
surfactantes iónicos con los residuos de aminoácidos de carga opuesta, y además se observan 
interacciones hidrofóbicas entre la cadena alquílica de los surfactantes y la superficie no polar 
de la proteína, que son adyacentes a sitios cargados. Por otro lado, existen modelos que no 
solo toman en cuenta interacciones iónicas o hidrófobas, sino que también los enlaces de 
hidrógeno entre los grupos oxigeno de los surfactantes y los grupos nitrógeno de los enlaces 
peptídicos. En la segunda etapa, la estructura terciaria de la proteína es desplegada, debido a 
la repulsión electrostática que existe entre las cargas del surfactante con las cargas de la 
proteína o debido a que las cadenas hidrofóbicas del surfactante penetran en la región apolar 
de la proteína. Las interacciones hidrofóbicas entonces toman lugar entre las cadenas de las 
moléculas de surfactante y, los residuos no polares de la proteína, son expuestos como 
resultado de la desnaturalización. Esto acontece cuando la concentración de surfactante se 
aproxima a la concentración micelar crítica. 

Interacciones proteína-surfactante son enormemente influenciadas por la naturaleza del grupo 
hidrofóbico del surfactante y el largo de la cadena. El pH también tiene un efecto sobre la 
carga neta de la proteína, el cual depende de su punto isoeléctrico (pI). Bajo el punto 
isoeléctrico (cuando la carga neta de la solución acuosa es cero) la proteína tiene una carga 
neta positiva, y las interacciones de los surfactantes aniónicos generalmente resultan de la 
precipitación del complejo, debido a la neutralización de las cargas. Sobre el pI, la proteína  
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cargada negativamente forma complejos solubles estables. La solubilidad de al proteína en 
agua incrementa con la proporción de grupos polares cargados, y decrece con el incremento 
del peso molecular. Muchas proteínas muestran un mínimo en la solubilidad en el punto 
isoeléctrico donde las interacciones electrostáticas son mínimas.  

Es interesante hacer notar que las proteínas plegadas únicamente pueden realizar su función 
biológica. Este estado de plegamiento puede usualmente ser desplegado por los 
desnaturalizantes, incrementando la temperatura o variando el pH. El rol del surfactante como 
desnaturalizante de proteínas ha llevado a investigaciones dentro del área debido a sus 
importantes aplicaciones en la industria. 

Las interacciones no covalentes (hidrofóbicas, electrostáticas, Van der waals y puentes de 
hidrógeno) gobiernan los procesos de enlace de los ligandos. Dilucidar el rol de estas 
interacciones y la escala de tiempo involucrada nos proporciona el mecanismo molecular y el 
rol de los enlaces cooperativos en la dinámica de proteínas. 

La utilización de transportes o vectores para la liberación local de antibióticos es un tema 
importante e interesante tanto en terapéutica como en el campo de cirugía ortopédica, ya que 
ni la meticulosidad ni una precisión quirúrgica han demostrado ser suficientes para el 
tratamiento de situaciones clínicas donde se detecto la presencia de microorganismos 
infecciosos. En la bibliografía científica se describe una amplia variedad de sistemas de 
libración controlada de fármacos, generalmente constituidas por una matriz polimérica o por 
diversos sustratos a los que se le agrega el fármaco por impregnación. Existe una necesidad de 
encontrar procedimientos de incorporación de fármacos a los biomateriales implantables, ya 
que en cualquier tipo de intervención quirúrgica el riesgo de infección es muy elevado. Si el 
antibiótico y/o antiinflamatorio puede situarse en el propio implante, no cabe duda que 
actuará mayoritariamente de forma local, aprovechando su acción donde haga falta sin 
perjudicar otras partes del organismo. 

Por otra parte, la adsorción de proteínas sobre una superficie de biomateriales, y 
consecuentemente, la naturaleza de la capa proteica adsorbida, es un elemento crucial de 
respuesta biológica. El estudio de las interacciones de las proteínas de la sangre con los 
biomateriales implantados ha sido reconocido recientemente como uno de los puntos más 
desafiantes para las nuevas generaciones de materiales biocompatibles. 

La adsorción sobre una superficie de sustratos sintéticos esta mediada por proteínas presentes 
en la matriz extracelular (fibrinógeno, albumina) las cuales se adsorben cuando son expuestas 
o bien a los fluidos fisiológicos (in vivo), o provenientes de un medio de cultivo (in vitro). Una 
respuesta biológica está condicionada a la concentración de proteínas adsorbidas, así como a 
la conformación que estas adquieran y a la fuerza de adhesión entre sustrato-proteína. Es bien  
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sabido la existencia de secuencias peptídicas que fomentan la adhesión celular que, 
dependiendo de la conformación que la proteína adquiera al adsorberse sobre el sustrato, 
están disponibles o no para la interacción celular. El proceso de adsorción proteína-material es 
un proceso fisicoquímico complejo que depende en gran medida de las características 
superficiales, así como de la naturaleza de la proteína y el ambiente donde tiene lugar la 
adsorción. Algunas proteínas tales como fibrinógeno o albumina pueden llegar a competir con 
los tensioactivos pulmonares reduciendo la capacidad de estos en los alveolos pulmonares 
(síndrome de distrés respiratorio agudo ARDS). Las proteínas también pueden ser desorbidas 
de la interface debido a cambios en el pH de la disolución o por la presencia de ciertos 
tensioactivos. 

Una posibilidad es el uso de matrices cerámicas con textura abierta, elevada superficie 
específica y porosidad. Esto puede conseguirse con cerámicas tradicionales tales como 
fosfatos, vidrios, cementos o cualquiera de sus combinaciones bifásicas, utilizando 
procedimientos adecuados, o sintetizando materiales mesoporosos ordenados que tienen una 
distribución ordenada de cavidades y canales de distinta geometría y constituyen una nueva 
generación de materiales cuyo armazón puede estar formado exclusivamente por sílice, 
poseen un elevado volumen de poro en el rango de los mesoporosos, con tamaño muy 
homogéneo y controlable dentro de un rango relativamente amplio. A su vez pueden 
funcionalizarse sus paredes tanto por medio de técnicas in situ (durante la síntesis) como ex 
situ (estrategias post síntesis). 

El principio esencial para la formación de poros a cualquier escala, es acomodar una red 
inorgánica y continua alrededor de bloques orgánicos ensamblados por tensioactivos o 
polímeros y que son los computadores de estructura final. Los métodos empleados para el 
desenvolvimiento de estos materiales que principalmente fueron silicatos, se extendieron a los 
titanatos y aluminosilicatos. La ruta más patente para preparar materiales mesoporosos 
ordenados en tres dimensiones espaciales es usar una matriz determinada.  

Debido a todo lo anteriormente expuesto, el presente trabajo se ha desarrollado y vertebrado 
de la manera como a continuación se describe.  

1. Estudio y Caracterización de diferentes moléculas anfifílicas. 

En primer lugar, se ha estudiado y caracterizado diferentes moléculas anfifílicas, así también 
como la caracterización de mezclas de moléculas heterogéneas. Hemos hecho este estudio 
mediante diversas técnicas experimentales tales como: Conductividad eléctrica, densidades, 
ultrasonidos, difusión de luz laser dinámica, resonancia magnética nuclear (NMR H1),  
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simulaciones de dinámica molecular, microscopia y crio-microscopia de trasmisión electrónica 
(TEM y Crio-TEM) microscopia de laser confocal, y espectroscopia UV-Vis. A partir de estas 
diferentes técnicas tanto teóricas como experimentales hemos estudiado el proceso de auto-
agregación de BTS del cual el proceso de asociación parece ser conducido entrópicamente, 
como indicaron los análisis termodinámicos. Los resultaron indicaron que el logaritmo de la 
CAC como una función de la temperatura presentó una forma de U, similar a muchos fármacos 
anfifílicos. La formación del agregado en ausencia de sal está relacionada probablemente a un 
grado de ionización mayor y a una mejor habilidad para formar enlaces de hidrógeno. Sin 
embargo, en presencia de sal un grado mayor de iones de sal enlazando a la superficie de los 
agregados reduce las interacciones repulsivas entre las cabezas de los grupos cargados, 
promoviendo el crecimiento del agregado. Coeficientes de expansibilidad aparentes, así como 
compresibilidades, indicaron que el proceso de agregación tiende a disminuir la repulsión 
intramicelar, en presencia de sal, debido al apantallamiento de la interacción iónica. Este 
proceso podría ser explicado por la presencia de interacciones estéricas produciendo valores 
de compresibilidades adiabáticas molares aparentes. El tamaño de las nanopartículas 
asociadas fue estimado en 2.5-3.0 nm con un número de agregación de aproximadamente 30 
moléculas de BTS.  

A su vez, es importante destacar que a través de las técnicas experimentales y teóricas 
expuestas anteriormente hemos podido estudiar mezclas binarias de tensioactivos, así como el 
sinergismo establecido entre dichas mezclas.  

Nuestros resultados muestran que mezclas equimolares de una molécula de cadena corta 
como el perfluorooctanoato (PFO-) con una molécula con el doble de largo de cadena como el 
cetiltrimetilamonio (CTA-) en ausencia de contraiones puede formar diferentes estructuras a 
diferentes concentraciones en solución acuosa. Se ha demostrado que cuanto mayor sea la 
concentración de surfactante cataniónico mayor es la densidad de la solución y menor la 
compresibilidad, la disponibilidad del volumen por moléculas de soluto, el área expuesta al 
solvente, y el coeficiente de difusión de ambas moléculas, PFO- y CTA-. Específicamente, 
experimentos de difusión de luz dinámica (DLS) indican que al menos dos diferentes tamaños 
existen en el rango de concentración estudiado. Las estructuras presentes en la primera 
población presentan un crecimiento con la concentración de surfactante, mientras que el 
tamaño de las estructuras en la segunda población, las cuales fueron identificadas como 
vesículas, es prácticamente constante, con un radio de 80 nm aproximadamente. A altas 
concentraciones de surfactante ambas poblaciones tienden a formar estas vesículas, las cuales 
fueron observadas por TEM, Crio-SEM, y microscopia confocal en el mismo rango de 
concentración. La formación espontanea de estas vesículas unilamelares homodispersadas han 
sido observadas en la literatura por similares sistemas. Los estudios de simulación de dinámica  
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molecular nos permitió observar como mezclas equimolares de moléculas de PFO- y CTA- 
inicialmente localizadas en posiciones al azar en agua también forman diferentes estructuras, 
incluyendo vesículas, dentro del tiempo de escalas más cortas que 20 ns. La variedad de 
estructuras observadas esta atribuido al balance entre las diferentes interacciones que ocurren 
entre PFO- y CTA- así como con las moléculas de solvente. El hecho que las moléculas de 
fluorocarbono presenten un carácter dual lipofóbico/hidrofóbico puede ser una importante 
contribución a la agregación de los surfactantes cataniónicos. Usando un parámetro similar de 
campo de fuerza para dibloques no iónicos fluorocarbono-hidrocarbono se observó 
recientemente a través de simulaciones de dinámica molecular la formación espontánea de 
dominios de fluoro e hidrocarbono en la interface solución/aire. La ausencia de dominios 
fluorinados/hidrocarbonados en las nanoestructuras obtenidas en este estudio indica que las 
interacciones electrostáticas son dominantes en estos sistemas. El incremento en el área de 
contacto de PFO-/CTA- cuando la concentración de surfactante aumenta, soporta esta 
conclusión. Interesantemente, ya que la longitud de las moléculas de CTA- es el doble que las 
moléculas de PFO-, la primera no se ajusta bien en la estructura y el final de su cadena forma el 
centro hidrogenado en el agregado. Desafortunadamente, nuestras simulaciones atómicas MD 
no permiten observar la formación de la vesícula entera.  

En su totalidad, este trabajo muestra la versatilidad de estas moléculas para formar una 
variedad de estructuras debido al balance entre sus diferentes longitudes, las interacciones 
electrostáticas entre sus cabezas con carga de signo opuesto, y las particulares interacciones 
que ocurren entre las cadenas de fluorinados e hidrogenados.  

En esta tesis además hemos definido el concepto de auto-agregación de fármacos a través de 
una combinación de dos fármacos individuales con efectos terapéuticos específicos. La 
combinación de ambos compuestos cumple la función tanto de agregado como de vector. 

La caracterización completa de la agregación de esta mezcla de fármacos se realizó usando 
técnicas bastante definidas tales como densidad y velocidad de sonido, dispersión de luz 
dinámica, y crio-microscopia electrónica. La investigación de la estabilidad y el tiempo de 
evolución fue hecho usando experimentos de UV-Vis. Este es un primer paso para una fuerte 
investigación acerca de su actividad terapéutica y de la eficiencia comparada con otros 
métodos clásicos de liberación usando los fármacos incorporados en los vectores. Muchos 
otros agregados de fármacos tipo vesículas y cristales líquidos pueden ser obtenidos por una 
apropiada combinación de compuestos terapéuticos individuales. Nosotros esperamos que 
nuestro trabajo estimule a la comunidad científica a investigar nuevos agregados de fármacos 
y sus ventajas sobre muchas estrategias convencionales en liberación de fármacos. 
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2. Estudio energético de las interacciones proteína-fármaco y análisis estructural del 
complejo formado. 

Como segunda parte de esta tesis, se han analizado los complejos formados entre proteínas y 
tensioactivos. Para este tipo de estudio además de algunas técnicas ya citadas hemos usado 
dicroísmo circular, calorimetría diferencial de barrido (DSC), tensión superficial, microscopia de 
fuerza atómica (AFM), reología. Con este propósito se han obtenido resultados relevantes a 
través de este estudio. 

Como anteriormente estudiamos la auto-agregación de 3-(2-benzothiazolylthio)-1-
propanesulfonic acid (BTS), hemos investigado el efecto de esta molécula anfifílica en la 
estabilidad térmica de lisozima, mioglobina, ovalbumina, y fibrinógeno. Resultados 
demostraron que todas las proteínas tuvieron diferentes temperaturas de desnaturalización, 
indicando diferencias en la estabilidad térmica. El BTS enlaza a través de interacciones 
electrostáticas a la mioglobina y lisozima, y a través de interacciones hidrofóbicas a la 
ovalbumina y fibrinógeno. A altas concentraciones de BTS decrece la temperatura de 
transición y favorece la desnaturalización de la proteína. Un mayor efecto es observado en el 
caso de la mioglobina, la proteína que posee una mayor cantidad de a-hélices en su estructura 
secundaria (75%). Esto podría estar relacionado con el hecho de que los enlaces de hidrogeno 
de la cadena principal de α-hélice son en general ligeramente más débiles que los encontrados 

en hojas β. Por lo tanto, están rodeados fácilmente por moléculas de BTS. 

Resultados relevantes también fueron obtenidos al estudiar el efecto de betabloqueantes 
(acebutolol, propranolol) sobre fibrinógeno. Acebutolol y propranolol juegan dos roles 
opuestos en el plegamiento y estabilidad de los fragmentos finales D de fibrinógeno: Estabiliza 
a la proteína a bajas concentraciones de betabloqueantes y la despliega a altas 
concentraciones. Con los otros dominios de la estructura de la proteína, ambos actúa como un 
potente desnaturalizante de los C-terminales de la cadena Aα y como desnaturalizante a altas 
concentraciones para el dominio central E. Las transiciones del estado nativo al estado 
desplegado de fibrinógeno inducido por estos compuestos ha sido encontrado ser un proceso 
de múltiples pasos y muchos estados intermediarios. Se observo también que la presencia de 
estos betabloqueantes causa un incremento en el contenido de hojas β y la pérdida de 
estructura de α-hélice a bajas temperaturas. Mientras que este efecto es atenuado cuando la 
temperatura incrementa. Es postulado que fibrinógeno forma dímeros en ausencia de aditivos 
debido a las interacciones electrostáticas entre los dominios negativos (D y E) de una molécula 
y los dominios positivos C de otra molécula. Específicamente, la adición de pequeñas 
moléculas de acebutolol resulta en la agregación de estos dímeros para formar tetrámeros. Sin 
embargo, cuando la concentración de acebutolol es alta, los tetrámeros se disocian a dímeros.  
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Estos resultados podrían ser útiles para aplicaciones en la ciencia de biomateriales donde los 
dispositivos deberían ser creados con mejor hemocompatibilidad. 

Se estudio también la agregación supramolecular entre fibrinógeno y perfluorooctanoato, 
octanoato y dodecanoato de sodio en una solución de buffer. Como primer paso, se estudió la 
estabilidad térmica de fibrinógeno en presencia de los surfactantes. A través de las medidas de 
calorimetría diferencial de barrido pudimos observar que la adición de surfactantes 
hidrogenados provocó la disminución de la temperatura de transición. El surfactante 
fluorinado juega dos roles opuestos en el plegamiento y estabilidad de la proteína, asi como 
acebutolol y propranolol: actúa como estabilizador a concentraciones molares bajas (aumenta 
Tm) y como desestabilizador a concentraciones bajas (disminuye Tm). El proceso de despliegue 
de la proteína no es un proceso que conlleva solo dos estados, sino que también involucra 
estados intermediarios para todos los sistemas bajo estudio. Aumentando la temperatura y/o 
la concentración de surfactante resulta en una disminución del contenido de α-hélices y un 
aumento en el contenido de hojas β. Sin embargo, la estructura terciaria y cuaternaria no 
presenta grandes variaciones, que han sido verificadas a través de UV-Vis y espectroscopia 
Raman. Se observó a través de las medidas de SAXS que fibrinógeno puro existe como un par 
de dímeros en el medio que ha sido estudiado. En presencia de surfactante esto cambia, 
dependiendo de la hidrofobicidad del surfactante. La presencia de C8HONa (con menos 
hidrofobicidad) no promueve un cambio significante en fibrinógeno. Monómeros de C8FONa 
interactúan con el par de dímeros de fibrinógeno sin promover una disociación o cambios 
conformacionales significantes. Por otro lado, la interacción entre C12HONa (de más alta 
hidrofobicidad) y la proteína promueve la auto-agregación en fracciones hidrófobas. Este 
sistema fluorocarbono/hidrocarbono mas fibrinógeno reportado aquí podría proveer una clave 
importante para el futuro en aplicaciones biomédicas y bioquímicas, por ejemplo, en la 
recuperación de proteínas y la conformación de proteínas para soporte como materiales para 
terapias regenerativas. 

Por esta razón se ha realizó la caracterización superficial de mezclas de fibrinógeno con 
C8FONa, C8HONa y C12HONa. Las medidas de tensión superficial sugieren la formación de un 
complejo de fibrinógeno con el surfactante fluorinado, debido al leve desplazamiento a bajas 
concentraciones de la cac con respecto a los valores de los surfactantes puros. Para las mezclas 
de fibrinógeno/surfactante hidrogenado, la cac coincide con la cmc del surfactante puro. Las 
interacciones entre fibrinógeno y el surfactante fluorinado causan una fuerte cooperatividad o 
efecto sinérgico debido a un incremento en la actividad superficial del sistema mezclado 
relativo a fibrinógeno. Fibrinógeno parece prevenir la formación de una estructura cohesiva en 
la adsorción con un bajo modulo dilatacional, y en todos los casos, la adición de surfactante 
resulta en una reducción de la elasticidad de la capa superficial debido al incremento de la 
presión superficial. Sin embargo, en el caso de la mezcla de fibrinógeno/surfactante  
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hidrogenado, la elasticidad de las capas de la superficie únicamente disminuye sobre una 
cierta concentración de surfactante. Así, basados en este hecho, y sobre la ausencia de 
interacción entre la mezcla fibrinógeno/surfactante hidrogenado, puede ser esperado una 
compactación en la capa superficial. Las imágenes de AFM son consistentes con los estudios de 
caracterización superficial. La formación de clusters en el caso de fibrinógeno/surfactante 
fluorinado es consistente con los resultados provenientes de la caracterización superficial. En 
el caso de la mezcla fibrinógeno/surfactante hidrogenado, no hay formación de clusters, de 
hecho, el tamaño de las moléculas individuales es similar a los de FB puro. Estas observaciones 
son consistentes con los resultados reportados de los datos de modulo dilatacional. 

Con el fin de estudiar las posibles matrices que se puede utilizar para la formación de 
materiales mesoporosos hemos estudiado las propiedades reologicas de hydrogeles de 
ovalbumina y cómo afecta a su estructura la adición de diferentes surfactantes. 

Las principales características de este estudio estas resumidas de la siguiente manera: 
Primeramente, se estudió la formación de geles del sistema ovoalbúmina-surfactante para los 
tres diferentes surfactantes (C8HONa, C8FONa y C12HONa) a distintas concentraciones de 
mezclas de radios en el rango 0-10 mM, y también fue observado que la fuerza del gel 
incrementó con el aumento de la concentración de surfactante. Para los tres surfactantes bajo 
estudio la fuerza del gel sigue la siguiente secuencia C8FONa> C12HONa> C8HONa. Segundo, la 
dependencia de la concentración de surfactante del modulo de pérdida puede ser descrito por 
“power laws”. Los resultados sugieren una estructura fibrilar de los geles y una dimensión 
fractal dependiente de la naturaleza del surfactante. Finalmente, basados en la medidas de 
viscosidad, la diferente naturaleza del surfactante fluorinado provoca una ruptura de la red del 
gel a altas concentraciones. 

3. Caracterización estructural y energética de las plantillas obtenidas. Adsorción de 
principios activos y proteínas. 

En este estudio nosotros hemos diseñado una simple y controlable ruta para la síntesis de 
materiales ópalos-CT con inusual microestructura de fibras similares a las existentes en la 
naturaleza, utilizando un sistema “bottom up” de gotas de microemulsión como microreactor 
químico. La estructura microcristalina de los ópalos y consecuentemente sus propiedades 
optoelectrónicas son un resultado de una particular combinación de todos los parámetros 
relevantes de una microemulsión, tiempo en el tratamiento hidrotérmico, y temperatura de 
calcinación.  

Las fibras obtenidas son de un tamaño mayor que 20 µm con un diámetro de 30-50 nm y están 
agrupadas formando paquetes de 100-200 nm distribuidas en diferentes orientaciones. Las  
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fibras están compuestas por esferas poliedras de α-SiO2 que tienen una tamaño monodisperso 

(𝑑 ≈ 2Å), como es usual en cristales fotonicos. Debido a su inusual microestructura, exhiben 
emisiones de fotoluminiscencia a longitudes de onda largas y cortas del cual difiere con los 
apilados de cristobalita-tridimita. El material con alto contenido en fallas de apilamiento de 
tridimita muestra una alta intensidad ultravioleta A y B con menor intensidad en la emisión 
roja y amarilla, mientras el material que presenta gran ordenamiento de cristobalita emite luz 
ultravioleta A, naranjo y radiaciones verdes. Es creído que una combinación de un mecanismo 
cuántico y la presencia de capas de oxido de Si defectuosas son las responsables de las 
emisiones simultáneas de las bandas de S- y F-. 

Adicionalmente, los valores computarizados de la banda del gap (5.50 y 4.41 eV) para ambos 
materiales sintetizados son similares a los obtenidos por semiconductores de óxidos metálicos 
basados en silicio y altamente inferiores al gap obtenido experimentalmente para polimorfos 
cristalinos de SiO2 (8.9 eV).  

De estos materiales se escogieron los obtenidos a través de las microemulsiones agua/AOT/n-
hexano (M1) y agua/AOT/ciclohexano (M2) para adsorber fibrinógeno. Los resultados 
indicaron que fibrinógeno se adsorbió mucho más rápido y en mayor cantidad sobre el 
material M2 (qmon= 22.9 mgFB/mgM1). Estos materiales no poseen mucha área superficial, 
ambos materiales son químicamente similares. Fibrinógeno altera notablemente la morfología 
de los materiales, lo cual está relacionado con la forma de estos materiales. Se ha comprobado 
que esto es muy importante para la interacción de materiales es medios biológicos. Por 
ejemplo, el hueso puede definirse como una matriz orgánica-inorgánica compuesta por 
distintos niveles de organización nano-estructurada creada por la mineralización intra-fibrilar 
del colágeno. El material sintético aplicable a la reconstrucción de tejido óseo no solo debe 
contar con las dimensiones adecuadas sino también su aspecto es clave en orden de optimizar 
la respuesta de las células óseas. Es así que los osteoblastos presentan una respuesta muy 
favorable sobre sustratos formulados a partir de nanofases cerámicas fibrosas. Un 
comportamiento similar ha sido obtenido sobre nano-fibras de carbono. 
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